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Abstract

The development of efficient and low cost photovoltaic technologies is key to a more sustainable energy pathway for future generations. Research efforts aimed at improving the performance of organic photovoltaic (OPV) materials have resulted in a continuous growth in power conversion efficiency (PCE) over time, with a recent maximum PCE value of 18.22% in a single bulk heterojunction device. However, further improved efficiency, stability and cost reduction are required in order for OPVs to succeed in the market.

To produce better performing OPV devices in a rational way, it is necessary to understand the relationships between material properties (e.g. energy levels, recombination rates, charge carrier mobilities) and the photovoltaic parameters. This requires combining different fundamental techniques, such as spectroscopic, electrical and structural studies of the materials. In this thesis work we contribute to the understanding of the mechanisms of charge photo-current generation in OPV layers by using transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to directly measure the fate of the photo-excited species created upon light absorption. In particular, we contribute to the understanding of the dynamical properties of tightly bound, interfacial charge-transfer (CT) states at the donor:acceptor heterojunction. We disentangle the contributions from individual transient species to the overall TAS signal via the soft-modelling algorithm known as Multivariate Curve Resolution by Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS), and we use simple
Our first study explores the photo-physics of a family of polymers derived from the low-band-gap alternating copolymer PTBT where the sulphur atom in the thiadiazole unit was substituted with oxygen or selenium. The literature shows that replacing a single atom in the donor or acceptor unit of a polymer donor can cause large changes in the photovoltaic parameters, which cannot be explained considering only the variations in the optical band-gap. Opposite results have been reported on systems where a sulfur atom is replaced by selenium, and spectroscopic studies were lacking. Our TAS results on PTBO and PTBSe systems explain the superior photovoltaic performance of the original sulfur-containing variant PTBT, highlighting the low tolerance of these materials to backbone substitutions. In both PTBO and PTBSe systems, we identify strong recombination of geminate CT pairs as the major limiting factor of the Jsc and FF photovoltaic parameters. This is attributed to unfavourable electronic and conformational properties at the donor:acceptor interface. In the particular case of PTBSe:PC61BM, the recombination pathway of CT states with triplet character into the triplet exciton manifold is facilitated by the heavy atom effect, in addition to a highly intermixed morphology.

Our second study comprises the spectroscopic comparison between fullerene and nonfullerene (NFA) OPV layers. The PCE of OPV devices was reaching a plateau in past years, which was overcome thanks to the development of high efficiency NFA acceptors. Here, we compare charge generation and recombination between three systems featuring the same polymer donor PPDT2FBT matched with three different acceptors, namely the fullerene acceptor PC70BM, the small molecule nonfullerene acceptor NIDCS-HO and the polymeric acceptor N2200. Our results provide insight on the processes that

kinetic models to retrieve associated kinetic rates.
limit the performance of each device, showing that small molecule NFA are promising acceptors, since morphology and disorder, the factors that we have found to be limiting the device performance, could potentially be tuned for the development of more efficient materials. For the all-polymer device based on the N2200 acceptor, we find that both geminate and nongeminate recombination are limiting the photovoltaic performance.

Lastly, we investigate charge carrier dynamics in a series of solar devices composed predominantly of C60 and small amounts of organic small molecule donors, where their CT state energies are systematically varied. The well-defined microstructure in low-donor-content OPV blends makes it easier to correlate macroscopic properties to molecular parameters. Our results, in combination with time-delayed collection field (TDCF), and external quantum efficiency measurements (EQE) measurements at different bias performed by our collaborators, allow us to identify geminate recombination as the major loss channel. We find that the dynamics of the CT decay are connected to the CT state energy via the energy-gap law. In this way, the energy of the CT state is identified as the main parameter determining the efficiency of photocurrent generation in these morphologically well-defined donor:acceptor blends.

Overall, the contributions in this thesis work demonstrate how TAS measurements can provide valuable information to construct a comprehensive picture of the underpinning mechanisms of charge photo-current generation in OPV layers, in particular by isolating the dynamical properties of interfacial charge-transfer (CT) states at the donor:acceptor heterojunction via modelling.
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<td>HT</td>
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<td>IC</td>
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<td>IPCC</td>
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<td>IQE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>LUMO</td>
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</tr>
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<td>MCR</td>
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<td>PV</td>
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</tr>
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<td>SC</td>
<td>Separated charges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Stimulated emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVD</td>
<td>Singular value decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>Transient absorption spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Mitigating the effects of climate change

Historically, nonrenewable fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas have been the major sources of human energy consumption, providing electricity, heat, transportation, and energy for a wide range of purposes in the industrial sector. When these fuels are burned, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse and polluting gasses are released into the atmosphere, making them the primary contributors to global warming and climate change [1, 2]. Today, the scientific evidence for human-induced climate change is unequivocal [3].

In December 2015, 195 nations committed to the Paris Agreement to address the threats of climate change. The aim of the Paris agreement was to strengthen the global response and keep the global temperature rise within this century well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels (the time period between 1850 and 1900). The target limit for the temperature increase above pre-industrial levels was set to 1.5 degrees Celsius [4].
To assess the impacts of global warming on our planet in various scenarios, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 Degrees Celsius [5]. The report was written by 91 authors and review editors from 40 countries along with 133 contributing authors and cites more than 6000 scientific references [6]. Figure 1.1, extracted from the IPCC report, shows the observed monthly global mean surface temperature change (grey line up to 2017) and the estimated anthropogenic global warming (solid orange line up to 2017, with orange shading indicating assessed likely range). The orange dashed arrow and horizontal orange error bar show respectively the central estimate and likely range of the time at which 1.5 degrees Celsius is reached if the current rate of warming continues. We can see in Figure 1.1 that global warming is likely to reach 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels sometime between 2030 and 2052, with a best estimate of around 2040 [6].
Figure 1.1: Monthly global mean surface temperature change (grey line up to 2017) and the estimated anthropogenic global warming (solid orange line up to 2017, with orange shading indicating assessed likely range). Orange dashed arrow and horizontal orange error bar show respectively the central estimate and likely range of the time at which 1.5 degrees Celsius is reached if the current rate of warming continues. Figure reproduced with permission from the IPCC report [5].

The need for decarbonising the world’s energy system is imperative if we aim to prevent the worst effects of climate change, such as heatwaves and extreme precipitation. Low-carbon energy sources such as solar, wind and hydroelectric power do not contribute to human-induced climate change. Universal access to efficient technologies that make use of renewable energy sources, together with the protection of the environment, is fundamental to secure a habitable planet for future generations.

1.1.2 The scale of the solar resource

Of all renewable energy sources, the sun is the most abundant, providing Earth with an average power density of 1000W/m² having considered atmo-
spheric absorption and scattering [7]. In Reference [8] Richard Perez et al. show a comparison between the finite and renewable planetary energy reserves (in TW-years) estimated in 2015. The authors point out that the solar resource potential is that of the entire planet (excluding oceans), accounting for weather, but assuming perfect conversion efficiency. Furthermore, considering only 4% of land area, and a conversion efficiency of as little as 20%, solar energy remains the obvious energy solution for the future of the planet.

Solar power (as well as wind power) is intrinsically intermittent, which is a barrier to their integration into the electric grid system due to reliability and stability problems. Solar intermittency is characterized by different types of fluctuations which occur at different time scales. Power fluctuations due to diurnal and seasonal variations are predictable, whereas variations that are related to weather are not [7]. This is a complex problem which is expected to be tackled by a combination of energy transmission and storage solutions, many of which are still under development.

1.1.3 Advantages of organic photovoltaic devices

Solar photovoltaic (PV) technologies convert solar radiation directly into electricity, and it is one of the fastest growing energy technologies in the world today [10]. The photoactive materials are conventionally inorganic, such as crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafer-based PV which constitute 90% of the current global production capacity and are the most mature of all PV technologies [7].

Organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells, which are the materials studied in this thesis, use photoactive layers composed of organic small molecules or polymers. OPVs are promising for a number of reasons, such as an abundance of raw materials, tunability and the possibility of manufacture by printing from solution
onto large areas of flexible and lightweight substrates in a continuous process at room temperature [11]. Due to their properties, OPV active layers can be used in a wide variety of applications, for example embedded in portable products. Recently, OPV systems have also been optimized for indoor light harvesting [12], outperforming silicon when using indoor lighting. The output power and voltage obtained, despite being low, could be sufficient for powering electronic devices and sensors, alleviating the use of batteries. The development of OPV cells have shown a continuous growth in power conversion efficiency (PCE) over time, mainly due to research efforts to produce better performing materials, and due to improvements in device architecture. A chart of the highest confirmed conversion efficiencies for emerging PV research cells, including OPV cells, can be found in Reference [9]. In order for OPVs to succeed in the market, further improved efficiency, stability and cost reduction are required.

1.2 Outline of this thesis

This Thesis is structured as follows. The following chapter is an introduction into the theory of organic semiconductors and photovoltaic devices, which is necessary to describe the OPV systems of interest. Chapter 3 describes sample preparation, experimental methods and data analysis approaches used throughout the thesis. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are the experimental chapters, where different factors that influence the performance of OPV devices are targeted. All experimental chapters include reviews of the relevant literature. Chapter 7 is a summary of the key findings and implications. A more detailed description of sample preparations is included as Appendix A.
Chapter 2

The Theory of Organic Photovoltaic Devices

The following is a succinct overview of the properties of organic semiconductors and the working principles of organic photovoltaic devices that will guide and provide context to the photophysical studies in organic photovoltaic systems throughout this thesis.

2.1 Organic semiconductors

Organic semiconductors are a range of organic materials (small molecules, oligomers, polymers) that combine the electronic properties of semiconductors with the chemical and mechanical benefits of soft materials. Their main constituents are, as indicated by the word organic, carbon and hydrogen atoms, with a few heteroatoms such as sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen, and their semiconducting behaviour is intrinsic to the electronic structure consisting of a continuous array of alternating single and double bonds forming a $\pi$-conjugated system [13, 14].
Atomic carbon in its ground state has six electrons, two in a 1s orbital, two in a 2s orbital, and the remaining two in two of the three 2p\(_x\), 2p\(_y\), and 2p\(_z\) orbitals. When participating in molecular bonds, these atomic orbitals are linearly combined (mixed) forming hydrid orbitals. There can be mixing between all 4 orbitals, between only three of them or between only 2 of them. When the 2s orbital mixes with two 2p orbitals, three \(sp^2\) hybrid orbitals are formed, leaving the other \(p\) orbital un-hybridised. This is the form taken by carbon in the molecule ethene, \((HC = CH_2)\), also known as ethylene (Figure 2.1 A). The \(sp^2\) orbitals in one carbon atom form \(\sigma\) bonds with the hydrogen atoms and with the other carbon. The electrons in the remaining 2p\(_z\) orbital of each carbon atom will be paired forming a molecular \(\pi\) orbital, with spatial probability density above and below the molecular axis. These molecular orbital may be approximated by a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) and we show in Figure 2.1 B a simple energy level diagram illustrating the formation of \(\sigma\) and \(\pi\) bonds from atomic orbitals in ethylene. The splitting between \(\pi\) and \(\pi^*\) orbitals is lower than the splitting between \(\sigma\) and \(\sigma^*\). In this case, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is a \(\pi\) orbital and the next higher orbital is the \(\pi^*\) orbital, which is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). HOMO and LUMO are also known as frontier orbitals and they play a critical role in the optical and electrical processes of the molecule. Importantly, the weaker splitting between \(\pi\) and \(\pi^*\) results in HOMO-LUMO transitions in the visible spectral range, making these materials suitable for semiconductor applications.
Figure 2.1: A) An illustration of ethylene, the simplest molecule with $sp^2$ hybridisation. B) Simple energy level diagram illustrating the formation of $\sigma$ and $\pi$ bonds from atomic orbitals in ethylene. Only orbitals involved in the carbon-carbon interaction are shown. The Figure is reproduced from Reference [13].

The field of research of organic semiconductors originated with the study of molecular crystals, composed by flat, large, aromatic molecules such as the polyacenes, in particular naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, as well as pyrene, perylene, and similar compounds [13, 14]. The field was further revolutionised in the 1970s by the discovery that polymers can, after certain modifications, also be made electrically conductive. This is achieved by conjugation along the polymer chains and doping through the addition of suitable atoms. Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa were rewarded with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000 for the discovery and
development of conductive polymers [15, 16].

2.2 **Electronic and optical processes**

When the organic semiconductor material absorbs a photon, the HOMO→LUMO transition takes place, resulting in the excitation of the molecule. When investigating the excited states, we need to consider the spin of the electrons. The spin of a state is given by the total spin of all electrons in all orbitals. However, since filled orbitals contain paired electrons, those orbitals do not contribute to the total spin and it is sufficient to consider the unpaired electrons of an excited state configuration. In a singlet excited state, the spin of an electron in the \( \pi^* \) orbital and that of the remaining electron in the \( \pi \) orbital are antiparallel, adding up to a total spin of zero. In a triplet state, the spin of the electrons in the \( \pi^* \) and \( \pi \) orbitals are parallel, adding up to a total spin of one. Table 2.1 describes states, characteristic orbitals and characteristic spin configurations of low-lying states of ethylene.

**Table 2.1:** States, characteristic orbitals and characteristic spin configurations of low-lying states of ethylene \( (CH_2 = CH_2) \) [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Characteristic orbitals</th>
<th>Characteristic spin electronic configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_1 )</td>
<td>( \pi, \pi^* )</td>
<td>( (\pi \uparrow)^1(\pi^* \downarrow)^1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_1 )</td>
<td>( \pi, \pi^* )</td>
<td>( (\pi \uparrow)^1(\pi^* \uparrow)^1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_0 )</td>
<td>( \pi^2 )</td>
<td>( (\pi)^2(\pi^*)^0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In a diatomic or polyatomic molecule, vibrational and rotational states are superimposed on each electronic state, and when a photon with sufficient energy is absorbed, the molecule is transferred into an excited electronic state, but also acquires vibrational energy [17]. The decay of an excited state in a single molecule is usually represented in a state energy diagram such as Figure 2.2, which is sometimes referred to as a Jablonski diagram. The $y$–coordinate represents the potential energy of the system and different states are grouped horizontally by spin multiplicity. Due to the conservation of total spin, the lowest optical spin-allowed transition is $S_0 + h\nu \rightarrow S_1$ which requires a minimum photon energy $(h\nu)_{\text{min}}$ equivalent to the optical bandgap of the molecule.

In inorganic semiconductors, electrical and optical bandgaps are identical because optical absorption creates a pair of unbound charges. The bandgap is given by the difference between ionization potential and electron affinity. In an organic semiconductor, the optical badgap is different from the electrical bandgap due to the binding energy of the strongly bound excitons that are created upon light absorption. Electron-hole pairs need to overcome their binding energy in order to fully dissociate into an electron and a hole separated by the energy of the electrical gap [18].

When $S_1$ or a higher excited state is populated, radiative and nonradiative decay processes take place. The radiative decay known as fluorescence typically occurs from the first excited state to the ground state $S_1 \rightarrow S_0 + h\nu$ with characteristic timescales between $10^{-9} – 10^{-6}$ s. When higher electronic states are populated, the nonradiative decay process to a high vibrational level of a lower electronic state with the same spin, for example $S_2 \rightarrow S_1$, is known as internal conversion. If higher vibrational states for a given electronic state have been populated, decay to lower vibrational states is known as vibrational re-
laxation (VR) or vibrational cooling, which involves the dissipation of energy from the molecule to its surrounding. The nonradiative decay from \( S_1 \) to \( T_1 \) is a spin-forbidden transition known as intersystem crossing (ISC), where a singlet excitation is converted into a triplet excitation, and its rate is determined by the interaction between the electron’s spin motion and its orbital motion, i.e. the spin-orbit coupling [14]. Phosphorescence is also a spin-forbidden transition \( T_1 + h\nu \rightarrow S_0 \) and occurs at very low rates, with characteristic timescales between \( 10^{-3} \) – \( 10^2 \) s.

**Figure 2.2:** Electronic state diagram for a single molecule. \( S_0 \): singlet ground state, \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \): first and second singlet excited states, \( T_1 \): first triplet excited state, ICS: intersystem crossing, IC: internal conversion, VR: vibrational relaxation. Figure modified from [14].

Optical transitions can be formally described by a quantum mechanical treatment. Electronic transitions are essentially instantaneous, since there is no time for appreciable motion of the nuclei, and the transitions appear as vertical lines between the electronic potential surfaces of the states involved [22]. This is known as the Franck-Condon principle, which is the application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to photon absorption and emission. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3, with electronic potential surfaces for the ground
state and an excited state as a function of the internuclear distance. The Frank-Condon principle explains the presence of vibronic structure in the absorption and photoluminescence spectra. However, many organic materials have broad absorption spectra due to the absorption of multiple molecular conformations [23]. Since molecules are bound by weak Van-der-Waals interactions, the electronic structure of individual molecules is only weakly disturbed in the solid phase. Therefore, the optical properties of thin-films and single molecules are quite similar. However, due to the polarization effects, solid state absorption and emission spectra are typically red-shifted compared to the respective molecular spectra [24].

**Figure 2.3:** Franck-Condon diagram, illustrating the wavefunction overlap between the initial and final vibrational states [25] (Creative Commons license).
The probability of an optical transition between an initial state \( i \) and a final state \( f \) can be described in terms of the quantum mechanical approach of perturbation theory. The rate of the optical transition \( k_{if,rad} \) can be calculated via Fermi’s golden rule in the dipole approximation, using the dipole operator \( e \hat{r} \) for the perturbing Hamiltonian [13]:

\[ k_{if,rad} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \left| \langle \psi_f | e \hat{r} | \psi_i \rangle \right|^2 \rho(E), \]  

(2.1)

where \( \psi_i \) and \( \psi_f \) are the wavefunctions of the initial and final states, and \( \rho \) is the density of the final states. If the Franck-Condon principle is valid, Equation 2.1 can be written as Equation 2.2, where the dipole operator acts only on the electronic wavefunction.

\[ k_{if,rad} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \left| \langle \psi_{el,f} | e \hat{r} | \psi_{el,i} \rangle \right|^2 \left| \langle \psi_{vib,f} | \psi_{vib,i} \rangle \right|^2 \rho(E). \]  

(2.2)

According to Equation 2.2, the optical transition rate depends on an electronic factor, which is the transition dipole matrix element \( \langle \psi_{el,f} | e \hat{r} | \psi_{el,i} \rangle \), and a vibrational factor \( \langle \psi_{vib,f} | \psi_{vib,i} \rangle \), which is the overlap of the vibrational wavefunctions, also known as the Franck-Condon overlap integral. The square of the Franck-Condon overlap integral is the Franck–Condon factor FC [13].

Nonradiative transitions occur between the zeroth vibrational level of the initial state and a higher vibrational level of the final state. They are horizontal (isoenergetic) transitions in the potential energy curve diagram. The rate of a nonradiative transition \( k_{if,nonrad} \) can be calculated by once again invoking Fermi’s golden rule, where the perturbing Hamiltonian that induces the radiationless transition is the nuclear kinetic energy operator \( \partial / \partial Q \) (See Equation 2.3) [13].
In the case of nonradiative transitions, one has to go beyond the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, as demonstrated by Siebrand [74], by first integrating Equation 2.3 over the electronic coordinates and thereafter inserting the molecular wavefunctions and operators. The result is Equation 2.4, which is a similar expression to Equation 2.2 for radiative transitions, where $J$ is the electronic coupling between the initial and final states and $\text{FC}$ is the Franck-Condon factor.

$$k_{if,\text{nonrad}} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} |\langle \psi_f | \partial/\partial Q | \psi_i \rangle|^2 \rho(E).$$ (2.3)

$$k_{if,\text{nonrad}} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \rho J^2 \text{FC}.$$ (2.4)

Siebrand, Robinson and Frosch [27, 74] calculated how the Frack-Condon factor changes with the energy difference $\Delta E$ between the $0-0$ energies of the initial and final state. Considering only the vibrational mode with the highest frequency $\omega_M$ of the final state, and evaluating $\text{FC}$ for the case of a displaced and distorted oscillator, $\text{FC}$ results in an exponential dependence on $\Delta E/\hbar \omega_M$. As $J$ is constant with energy, this leads to an exponential dependence of the nonradiative transition rate on the energy difference between the initial and final states (Equation 2.5), which is known as the energy-gap law.

$$k_{if,\text{nonrad}} \propto \exp\left( -B \frac{\Delta E}{\hbar \omega_M} \right),$$ (2.5)

where $B$ is a molecular parameter.

The radiative and nonradiative decay rates are the photophysical parameters that control the lifetime $\tau$ of an excited state, the quantum yield of emission from an excited state, and the quantum yield of transitions between states [13]. The lifetime (the total number of decays per second) of an excited state
can be calculated from the radiative and nonradiative rates (\(k_{\text{rad}}\) and \(k_{\text{nonrad}}\) respectively) as described in Equation 2.6.

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{k_{\text{rad}} + k_{\text{nonrad}}}
\] (2.6)

In a TAS experiment, lifetimes can be directly retrieved from the time-dependent behavior of populations.

Before focusing on the working principles of organic photovoltaics, we will introduce the Frenkel exciton, which is the elementary excitation in an organic solid, and the process of electron transfer. The dielectric constant \(\varepsilon_r\) in these materials is of around \(\varepsilon_r = 3.5\), which is relatively low compared to inorganic semiconductors such as silicon (\(\varepsilon_r = 12\)), germanium (\(\varepsilon_r = 16\)), and GaAs (\(\varepsilon_r = 13\)). As a result, upon photo-excitation, a spatially localised electron-hole pair is created, coulombically bound with a relatively high binding energy of \(E_b \approx 0.1 - 1\) eV. Such localised electron-hole pair is known as a Frenkel type exciton and does not spontaneously dissociate into free charge carriers due to \(E_b\) being one order of magnitude greater than the thermal energy \(k_B T = 25\) meV at room temperature. Since this is such a distinctive property of organic semiconductors, organic solar cells are also known as excitonic solar cells.

As will be illustrated in the next section, in order to produce useful electrical power, excitons must dissociate into free, extractable charge carriers. Such dissociation is facilitated by a charge transfer process at the interface between an electron-donor material and an electron-acceptor material, i.e. a donor:acceptor heterojunction. A successful analytical description of electron transfer was developed by Marcus in 1956 [28]. Marcus theory has been successfully applied to a number of chemical systems, including the photoinduced charge transfer process in conjugated polymer blends [29]. In Marcus theory, the electronic
potential surfaces of the ground state, the excited state and the charge transfer state are represented as harmonic oscillators (parabolas), as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

**Figure 2.4:** Potential energy surfaces for a $D/A$ system, where photoexcitation generates $D^*/A$ and subsequent electron transfer generates $D^+ / A^-$. $\Delta G^o$ is the energy difference between the two surfaces' minima, the energy barrier for the reaction is $\Delta G^\dagger$, and $\lambda$ is the reorganization energy. Reprinted with permission from [29]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

According to Marcus theory, electron transfer must occur at the intersection between the parabolas in Figure 2.4, to satisfy both energy conservation and the Franck-Condon principle, which states that the nuclear configuration is 'frozen' during the charge transfer. As a result, the electron transfer is an activated process with an energy activation barrier $\Delta G^\dagger$, which according to Marcus is a function of the Gibbs free energy, $\Delta G^o$ and the reorganization energy $\lambda$ (see Equation 2.7).
\[ \Delta G^\dagger = \frac{(\lambda + \Delta G^o)^2}{4\lambda} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

The reorganization energy \( \lambda \) is the energy required to rearrange the initial system such that it matches the final geometry (including changes in the nuclear geometry of the molecules involved in the charge transfer event and of the surrounding medium).

The rate constant for electron transfer \( (k_{ET}) \) is calculated invoking Fermi’s golden rule, which results in the following expression,

\[ k_{ET} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} V^2 FC = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar \sqrt{4\pi \lambda kT}} V^2 \left( -\frac{(\lambda + \Delta G^o)^2}{4\lambda kT} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

where \( V \) is the electronic coupling between the initial and final states. According to the exponential term in Equation 2.8, which is a Gaussian normal distribution, the rate for electron transfer increases as \( -\Delta G^o \) increases, until the maximum rate is achieved when \( \lambda = -\Delta G^o \). A further increase in \( -\Delta G^o \) results in a decrease in the electron transfer rate, which has been verified experimentally and it is known as the Marcus inverted region [29].

2.3 The organic photovoltaic device

The first uses of molecular materials for photovoltaic applications consisted of replacing the typically inorganic photo-active material in a solar cell with an organic material. However, the efficiencies achieved were minimal. The potential of these materials for photovoltaic use became more evident with the use of two materials, an electron donating and an electron withdrawing material (donor and acceptor), in a bilayer architecture [30]. The pioneering work of Tang in 1986, using copper phthalocyanine and a perylene tetracarboxylic
derivative, already demonstrated that the properties of the interface between the two organic materials, rather than the electrode/organic contacts, is crucial in determining the photovoltaic properties of the device.

The efficiency of organic photovoltaic devices took a leap in the 1990s thanks to two major contributions: 1) the incorporation of fullerene and its derivatives as electron accepting materials, and 2) the invention of the bulk heterojunction device architecture [31–33], where the donor and acceptor materials are blended forming a single interpenetrating active layer. The materials used in these groundbreaking publications are shown in Figure 2.5 and the active layer of a BHJ device is illustrated in Figure 2.6 along with an illustration of a bilayer structure. Fullerenes have an extremely low reorganization energy following electron transfer, a property that makes them one of the most useful electron acceptor molecules in organic electronics. Additionally, their (nearly) spherical structure allows electron transfer to occur in any spatial direction without preference, and their electron mobility is excellent (on the order of 0.1 cm²/Vs) for an organic material [34].

Figure 2.5: Materials composing the active layers of pioneering publications on BHJ OPV devices in References [31–33]. A) The polymer donor MEH-PPV, B) the electron acceptor C60, and C) the ubiquitous electron acceptor PC₆₁BM.
For decades, fullerenes were featured in the most efficient OPV systems, however, the efficiency of fullerene devices was reaching a plateau in the past years and today the highest PCEs (featured in Figure 2.6) have been achieved using nonfullerene small molecules as electron accepting materials. State-of-the-art nonfullerene acceptors can be categorized into two types according to their chemical structure: acceptors based on fused aromatic diimides and acceptors based on strong intramolecular electron push-pull effects, showing great tunability in absorption and electron energy levels. In addition, for solution-processed solar cells, appropriate functional groups also need to be carefully designed to satisfy solubility requirements [35].

One of the requirements for an efficient photovoltaic material is featuring an optimal energy gap for photo-absorption. In Figure 2.7 we show the Air Mass 1.5 (AM1.5) spectrum, which corresponds to the solar irradiance with the sun 45° above the horizon (Extracted from Reference [36]). The data is given in units of irradiance per bandwidth and units of photon flux, both as a function of wavelength. The latter is particularly useful since photovoltaic devices directly convert photons into pairs of charge carriers (ideally with unitary yield). It is clear from the figure that accessing longer wavelengths is required to harvest a larger number of photons, to achieve high currents and therefore, higher efficiencies.
To extend the absorption range of donor polymers, different strategies have been implemented. One strategy consisted of extending the conjugation length of the π conjugated segments, for example, by replacing phenyl rings with thiophene rings that help to planarize the polymer backbone through a reduced steric effect [37]. Another strategy involved varying the heteroatoms in the conjugated backbone, e.g. replacing the sulphur atom in polythiophene with selenium, which leads to a lowered LUMO energy but unchanged HOMO [38]. However, the most widely used approach for obtaining low-band-gap polymers is based on the use of alternating electron-rich (donor) and electron-deficient (acceptor) moieties as repeating units in polymer backbones, an approach introduced in the 1990s by Wynberg and co-workers [39]. Due to the combination of high-lying HOMO levels residing on the donor units and low-lying LUMO levels residing on the acceptor units, an overall narrow band gap results [40], and in this approach HOMO and LUMO can be controlled separately [41]. Because of the flexibility of this approach, it became ubiquitous in the synthesis of low-
band-gap polymers allowing the harvesting of considerably longer wavelengths of the solar spectrum. The term *low band gap polymer* is used for polymers with a band gap below 2 eV, *i.e.* absorbing light with wavelengths longer than 620 nm.

Some of the polymer donors that are already commercially available today, are shown in Figure 2.8. P3HT is a high-band-gap polymer that has been extensively studied as a donor material in fullerene OPV devices [42]. PffBT4T-2OD, also known as PCE11, is a medium-band-gap polymer that has shown efficiencies above 10.8% with a wide variety of fullerene-based electron acceptors [43]. PTQ10 is a medium-band-gap polymer that has demonstrated PCEs up to 15.5% without additive and up to 16.5% with the additive DIO with the well-known non-fullerene acceptor Y6 [44]. PPDT2FBT is a low-band-gap polymer with long-term thermal stability, which is studied in Chapter 5 of this thesis [45–48].
2.3.1 From excitons to extractable charge carriers

In order to give useful electrical power, dissociation of excitons into free charge carriers must occur in the organic photovoltaic (OPV) device. As mentioned earlier, major breakthroughs were the discovery that dissociation of electron-hole pairs was facilitated at the interface between a donor and an acceptor material, i.e. a donor:acceptor heterojunction, and the introduction of the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) architecture together with the identification of fullerene derivatives as favorable electron acceptors. A vast number of donor:acceptor combinations have been reported to this date, typically featuring conjugated polymers as the electron donors blended with a fullerene derivative as the elec-
tron acceptor. In summary, the processes involved from exciton formation to charge extraction (illustrated in Figure 2.9) are the following [29, 49, 50]:

1. The exciton reaches the donor-acceptor interface and charge transfer is driven via either electron transfer (ET) or hole transfer (HT), resulting in the population of charge-transfer (CT) states.

2. CT states dissociate into charge carriers, resulting in the appearance of holes (positive polarons) in the donor and electrons (negative polarons) in the acceptor.

3. Charge transport occurs via drift and diffusion in both donor and acceptor phases and, unless they are lost due to recombination, charges are extracted at the electrodes of the device.

**Figure 2.9:** An illustration of the processes involved from exciton formation to charge extraction. 1) The exciton reaches the donor-acceptor interface and undergoes charge transfer, 2) CT states dissociate into charge carriers, and 3) Charges are transported through the pure phases and extracted at the electrodes of the device. Figure provided by Justin Hodgkiss.

It is important to note that the steps involved in charge photo-generation are not completely efficient, since they compete with different loss processes, such
as exciton decay, recombination of geminate CT states (known as geminate recombination) and recombination of separated charges (known as nongeminate recombination), which will be discussed in more detail later.

An analytical description of geminate recombination was first proposed by Onsager for the dissociation and recombination of ions in solution. Onsager’s original theory was refined in 1984 by Braun, who highlighted that the CT state has a finite lifetime \cite{29}. The yield of free carriers was specified by Braun as the product of a dissociation rate $k_d(E)$, dependent on the strength of any applied electric field $E$, and the lifetime of the CT states $\tau(E)$, according to Equation 2.9, where $k_r$ is the decay rate constant for the CT state to the ground state.

$$P(E) = \frac{k_d(E)}{k_d(E) + k_r} = k_d(E) \tau(E)$$

The main limitation of the Onsager-Braun model to describe dissociation and recombination processes occurring in bulk-heterojunction OPVs is that the model assumes that carriers exist in a single phase, with equally distributed donor and acceptor molecules. In a bulk-heterojunction, phase separation results in holes living in the donor phase and electrons living in the acceptor phase.

In the OPV community, it is widely accepted that CT states are the species that mediate charge separation and recombination in OPV active layers \cite{51}, however, the mechanism by which CT states dissociate at the interface, overcoming the Coulomb attraction, is still not well understood. In the framework of Marcus theory, the difference in energy between the intramolecular singlet excited state on the donor or acceptor and the CT state, provide the driving force for electron-hole separation. Several publications featuring fullerene devices reported a correlation between the frontier energy level offsets and the
yield of photogenerated free carriers, and an explanation proposed was that the excess energy of the CT state assists in overcoming its binding energy [58]. Bakulin et al. showed experimentally that optical infrared excitation pushes low-energy CT states to higher energies, resulting in a temporary increase in photocurrent [54]. In the same line, Tamura and Burghardt combined electronic structure and quantum dynamical analysis that show that the experimentally observed efficient charge separations can be explained by a combination of two effects. First, the delocalization of charges, which substantially reduces the Coulomb barrier, and second, the vibronically hot nature of the charge-transfer state which promotes charge dissociation beyond the barrier [55]. As a result, it has been postulated that free charges are established via a long-range charge separation within the timescale of CT state thermalization. However, there is no general consensus on the fact that bypassing relaxed low-energy CT states is what leads to charge separation. Transient absorption measurements on high quantum yield OPV systems have shown that electron transfer from a photoexcited polymer, hole transfer from photoexcited fullerene, and prompt electron transfer in intimately mixed polymer-fullerene regions are all equally efficient in generating free carriers, despite the substantial variation of excess energy brought into the system [56–58]. The literature agrees with the role of CT states as mediators in the process of charge generation and recombination. However, whether relaxed or high-energy CT states are the precursors to free carriers is still today under debate. With regard to the driving force, a greater difference between the frontier orbitals at the donor:acceptor interface represents a loss of energy in the charge generation process, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Recent studies have reported nonfullerene OPV devices where efficient charge separation was achieved despite a negligible driving force [59], demonstrating that high open circuit voltage can be achieved without significantly compromising
the charge generation efficiency [60].

**Figure 2.10:** Energy loss in an OPV device, separated as losses during charge generation and losses due to charge recombination. Figure reproduced with permission from Reference [52].

A kinetic approach to charge separation and recombination in disordered and annealed P3HT:PCBM blends was carried out by Howard *et al.* [61]. The authors used transient absorption spectroscopy to study geminate and nongeminate charge recombination and proposed two possible mechanisms for charge generation and recombination, which are illustrated in Figure 2.11. In mechanism 1 the thermal relaxation of the charge-transfer state is much faster than separation and consequently charge separation and recombination are mediated by the relaxed charge-transfer state. An Onsager-Braun type description of charge separation should be applicable in this case. In mechanism 2, the spatial separation of charges in hot charge-transfer states created directly after exciton quenching rivals or exceeds the rate of internal conversion in the CT manifold. In this case, free, spatially separated charges are generated on a very fast time scale. In their study, the authors show that exciton quenching leads directly (in a time scale less than 100 fs) to two charge populations: bound charges and free charges. They used both kinetic models mentioned before to fit the data across
different pump fluences and found that the model that adequately explains the
data is the so-called ultrafast charge separation (or two-pool) model (mecha-
nism 2 in Figure 2.11), which consist of a population of bound charges which
decay geminately and do not lead to photocurrent in a photovoltaic cell, and a
population of charges generated promptly upon exciton quenching, which can
be efficiently extracted.

![Figure 2.11: Illustrations of two possible mechanisms of charge generation and separation. CT stands for charge-transfer state, SSC for spatially separated (free) charges, and GS for ground state. Reprinted with permission from [61]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](image)

The ultrafast charge generation model [61] has been used succesfully in a
number of studies. According to this model, CT states decay monomolecularly
to the ground state, and in parallel, spatially separated charges (SC) also re-
combine to the ground state following a recombination order of $\lambda + 1$. Some of
the reported parameters within this framework are shown in Table 2.2, where
$k_{CT\rightarrow GS}$ is the CT state recombination rate constant, which has units of $s^{-1}$, $\lambda + 1$
is the recombination order for separated charges, and $\gamma$ is the recombination
rate constant for separated charges, which has units that depend on the param-
eter $\lambda$ such that the product $\gamma SC^{\lambda+1}$ has units of $dSC/dt$. The rate equations
Table 2.2: Parameters from global fits reported in the literature using the ultrafast charge separation model in annealed RR-P3HT:PCBM [61], PCPDTBT:PCBM [64] and annealed TQ1:N2200 [62].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k_{CT \rightarrow GS}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\gamma$ ((cm$^3$)$^1$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\lambda + 1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR-P3HT:PCBM</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCPDTBT:PCBM</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQ1:N2200</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-18}$</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equation 2.10 describing this mechanism are given in Equation 2.10.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dCT(t)}{dt} &= -k_{CT \rightarrow GS} CT(t) \\
\frac{dSC(t)}{dt} &= -\gamma SC(t)^{\lambda+1}
\end{align*}
\]

The Onsager-Braun type model, where the CT state mediates charge generation and transport, has also been successful for explaining experimental recombination [62] and [63].

In Reference [66] the authors review models based in the Onsager-Braun theory and several theoretical efforts that have been focused on understanding the energy and nature of the electronic states at the donor-acceptor interface. Figure 2.12, extracted from Reference [66], illustrates different proposed mechanisms for efficient charge generation in OPVs, including intramolecular or intermolecular delocalisation of charge, which may result in a higher effective electron-hole separation, and reduced binding energy in the CT state, disorder at the interface, which may drive charges into single component domains, the built in electric field and the delocalisation of the initial excitation, with formation of separated charges without the intermediary interfacial CT state.
Figure 2.12: Schematics of proposed mechanisms for efficient charge generation in OPVs. a) Intramolecular or b) intermolecular delocalisation of charge may result in a higher effective electron-hole separation, and reduced binding energy in the CT state, c) a nonlinear molecular scale treatment of dielectric effects of the surrounding medium may result in changes to the energetic landscape for charge separation, d) disorder at the interface may drive charges into single component domains, e) the built in electric field may drive electrons and holes apart at the interface, and f) the initial excitation may be well delocalised, and directly form well separated charges without proceeding via an interfacial CT state. Figure extracted from Reference [66] (Creative Commons license).
2.3.2 Photovoltaic parameters

OPV devices typically consist of layers of glass (or plastic)/indium tin oxide (ITO)/polyethylenedioxythiophene:polystyrene sulphonate (PEDOT:PSS)/photoactive blend layer/cathode interlayer (such as Ca or LiF / Al). A similar structure with inverted polarity consists of layers of glass (or plastic)/ITO/metal oxide/photoactive blend layer/PEDOT:PSS/Ag, which is widely studied, mainly because no evaporated metal layers are required [41]. Both device structures are shown in Figure 2.13.

![Figure 2.13: Layer structure of an organic photovoltaic device in the traditional a) and inverted b) polarity. Figure extracted from Reference [41] (Creative Commons license).](image)

Under illumination, such device can take the place of a battery in an electric circuit, developing a voltage $V$ between zero and the open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$ and delivering a current $I$ such that $V = IR_L$ where $R_L$ is the load resistance. The most fundamental characteristic of a photovoltaic cell is the power conversion efficiency $PCE$ which is defined as the ratio between the output electric power density $P_{out} = VJ$ and the input solar power density $P_{in}$. It can be calculated from a current density-voltage J-V measurement (Figure 2.14) under standard test conditions: air mass 1.5 spectrum and an incident irradiation of $P_{in} = 100 \text{mW/cm}^2$ at 25°C [67].
The fill factor $FF$ is the ratio of the maximum theoretical power (at MPP, the maximum power point) to the product of the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage. It is equivalent to the ratio between the light-blue and the blue areas in Figure 2.14 and is a measure of the "squareness" of the $J−V$ curve. By introducing the fill factor $FF$, the power conversion efficiency can also be expressed by equation 2.12, where $V_{oc}$ is the open circuit voltage and $J_{sc}$ is the short-circuit current density.

\[
PCE = \frac{V_{oc} J_{sc} FF}{P_{in}}
\]  

(2.12)

**Figure 2.14:** A typical current-voltage $J$-$V$ curve. $J_{sc}$ is the short-circuit current density and $V_{oc}$ the open-circuit voltage. MPP is the maximum power point.

The open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$ is the maximum voltage generated by the device and it was thought to be mainly determined by the energy difference between
the energy levels of the LUMO of the acceptor and HOMO of the donor. However, it was demonstrated in recent years that \( V_{oc} \) relates to the molecular properties at the donor:acceptor interface, i.e. the energy of the interfacial CT excitons rather than the HOMO-LUMO gap [68]. The short-circuit current \( J_{sc} \) is the current density measured when the applied voltage is zero and it is the maximum current extractable from the device. \( J_{sc} \) is strongly determined by the optical gap of the photo-absorbing material. The correlation between the fill factor and the material properties has been evaluated by Neher et al., and the authors introduced a new figure of merit \( \alpha \), which relates characteristic parameters like the fill factor or the apparent series resistance of the device to the charge carrier mobilities, the active layer thickness and the bimolecular recombination coefficient [69]. Improvements in device efficiency are achieved when one or more of these figures of merit are enhanced simultaneously and therefore it is crucial to understand what are the molecular factors influencing these parameters.

2.4 Recombination losses

2.4.1 Exciton decay

Excitons are the precursors for charge photogeneration, and they need to diffuse to the donor-acceptor interface in order to dissociate. Therefore, the thickness of pure donor and pure acceptor domains in a BHJ must remain limited by the exciton diffusion lengths [23, 70, 71]. If instead, excitons are created at longer distances from the heterojunction interface, exciton decay takes place. A clear overview of singlet exciton diffusion and lifetimes can be found in Reference [72]. Exciton diffusion can be described as a series of dipole-dipole induced nonradiative energy transfer steps between the neighboring
chromophores, described by the Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) mechanism. The figure of merit for exciton diffusion is the exciton diffusion length \( L_D \), which depends upon the diffusion constant \( D \) and the exciton lifetime \( \tau \). The exciton lifetime is determined by radiative and nonradiative decay to the ground state by Equation 2.6, with the nonradiative decay being predominant in the case of large hydrocarbon molecules. In Reference [72] the authors showed that, for a set of fourteen conjugated polymers, the energy-gap law (Equation 2.5) may be valid for the rate of singlet exciton decay.

The improvement of PCE through the use of photoabsorbing materials with large diffusion lengths is currently an active area in the community and remarkably rapid exciton diffusion has recently been demonstrated in a new class of nonfullerene acceptors called fused-ring electron acceptors [75].

2.4.2 Geminate recombination

The charge transfer process at the donor:acceptor interface results in a hole in the donor and an electron in the acceptor, which continue to experience strong Coulombic forces. Such electron-hole pair at the interface is known as a polaron pair, geminate pair or charge-transfer (CT) state, which is coupled to the ground state and decays in a monomolecular process that scales linearly with density, and therefore with illumination intensity. The kinetic profile of CT states decaying via geminate recombination can be described by a single exponential decay, as Equation 2.13,

\[
CT(t) = N_0 \exp(-k_r t) \quad (2.13)
\]

where \( N_0 \) is the initial charge carrier density and \( k_r \) is the geminate recombination constant. Contributions to \( k_r \) include both radiative and nonradiative
processes, and the CT lifetime can be calculated using Equation 2.6. As noted earlier, in organic systems nonradiative losses are predominant.

Although the magnitude of the recombination constant is of interest, the ultimate goal is to be able to link these values with molecular properties. The work of Nguyen et al. in bilayer devices in Reference [76] addresses the impact of interfacial molecular orientation on radiative recombination and charge generation efficiency and the authors demonstrate that when the donor/acceptor interface is edge-on (where the π-faces of the donor and acceptor π-conjugated molecules or polymer chains are orthogonal), charge generation is more efficient, as evidenced by a higher IQE. This is attributed to reduced CT state-GS electronic coupling as well as smaller activation energy for charge generation in the edge-on bilayer, which may be a consequence of a reduced barrier between CT state and charge-separated states or favorable polarization at the donor/acceptor interface. Interestingly, high performance nonfullerene OPV devices recently reported have shown minimal geminate recombination [60, 77].

2.4.3 Nongeminate recombination

Dissociation of CT states at the interface results in the population of separate charge carriers in the donor and acceptor phases. Ideally, charge carriers diffuse to the electrodes where they are drawn to produce useful electricity in an external circuit. However, due to the large interfacial area in a BHJ device, charges may encounter each other and cancel out, a process referred to as nongeminate recombination. This type of loss is enhanced by the low electron and hole mobilities in organic materials. Groves and Greenham have explained in Reference [78] that the total rate of nongeminate recombination can be considered as being due to two sequential processes. First, the rate at which a pair of carriers within
a random ensemble are transported toward one another. And second, the efficiency with which a pair of carriers in close proximity recombine, which is determined by the competition of the hopping rate with the recombination rate for adjacent carriers, reminiscent of the Onsager-Braun model discussed earlier.

Transport controlled recombination of free carriers is generally described as a bimolecular process, since it involves the encounter of two species. Such a recombination process is analogous to the recombination of ions in solution, which can be described by the Langevin theory, where the recombination rate $\gamma$ depends on the sum of the mobilities of the two species involved and the recombination process is bimolecular. The Langevin expression for $\gamma$ is presented in Equation 2.14,

$$\gamma = \frac{q (\mu_e + \mu_h)}{\epsilon_0 \epsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

where $q$ is the electronic charge, $\mu_e$ and $\mu_h$ are the electron and hole mobilities, $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space, and $\epsilon$ is the relative permittivity. When spatially separated charges (SC) decay to the ground state in a bimolecular manner, the population of SC as a function of time can be described analytically by Equation 2.15,

$$SC(t) = \left( \lambda \gamma t + N_0^{-1} \right)^{-1/\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

where $\lambda + 1$ is recombination order, $\gamma$ is the bimolecular recombination constant, also known as the Langevin constant, and $N_0$ is the initial charge carrier density.

Experimentally, it has been found that in most OPV systems Langevin theory fails to explain nongeminate recombination and recombination dynamics depends upon mobility, temperature, electric field, charge carrier concentration,
and trapped charges [52]. One of the limitations of the Langevin bimolecular recombination constant described by Equation 2.14 was addressed by Koster et al. in Reference [79], where the authors explained that, as a consequence of the confinement of both types of carriers to the donor and acceptor phases, the fastest charge carrier reaches the interface first and the time taken by the slowest charge carrier to reach the donor:acceptor interface is the recombination rate-limiting step. The authors could explain experimental J-V curves successfully via drift-diffusion simulations when Equation 2.14 was replaced by Equation 2.16.

\[ \gamma = \frac{q \min(\mu_e, \mu_h)}{\epsilon \epsilon_0} \]  

(2.16)

Recombination orders in bulk-heterojunction OPV devices have also been found to disagree with Langevin theory, since experimental orders are usually higher than two. Recombination orders of three have been reported, which could suggest an Auger recombination process, where an electron and a hole recombine giving energy to another free electron, which is excited into a higher state. Ultimately that energy is lost as the excited carrier relaxes to the band edge. The rate of Auger recombination is proportional to the densities of the three carriers and therefore the process is only important at very high carrier densities, usually not relevant for OPVs under 1 sun operating conditions. Recombination orders close to 3 are commonly found in OPVs, however they have been explained by introducing disorder in the models via the incorporation of tails in the DoS.

It is worth reminding the reader that in TA experiments, pump fluences are much higher than in solar conditions, in order to achieve signal-to-noise ratios high enough to be able to measure a signal. In such conditions the process of exciton-charge annihilation (ECA) is indeed relevant when the densities of
excitons or charges are very high. The process of ECA depends on the exciton oscillator strength. The recombination order that have been measured in OPV systems can not be explained via an ECA process, since CT states exhibit very low electroluminescence due to their typically low oscillator strength.

Different explanations for higher-order recombination include the trapping of charges in the tail states of the density of states (DOS) and mobilities being charge carrier density dependent. In Reference [80] the authors demonstrated, in a system where they deliberately introduced TCNQ electron traps in blends of MDMO-PPV:PCBM, that the open circuit voltage and its light-intensity dependence are strongly affected, not only by bimolecular recombination, but additionally by recombination of holes with trapped electrons, a process also known as Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination. The authors show that the main indication of trap-assisted recombination is the enhanced dependence of the open circuit voltage on the light intensity.

Since opposite free charge carrier need to encounter at the donor:acceptor interface in order to recombine, the morphology of the OPV active layer has a large effect on the nongeminate recombination process. In Reference [81] the authors carried out time delayed collection field (TDCF) measurements to determine the nature of voltage dependent recombination losses in polymer:fullerene devices as a function of processing conditions. The researches demonstrated that annealing devices partially suppresses both geminate and nongeminate recombination, thereby increasing the $FF$ and $J_{sc}$. Additionally, processing devices with an additive allows free carriers to be generated independent of the internal field at the same time as reducing bimolecular recombination.
2.5 Research questions addressed in this thesis

To produce better performing OPV materials in a rational way, it is necessary to understand the relationships between material properties (e.g. energy levels, recombination rates, charge carrier mobilities) and the photovoltaic parameters. And to construct universal relationships, it is essential to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of charge photo-current generation. Significant progress has been made along the years, reflected by the continuous improvement in device performance, however, fundamental aspects of the photo-physics of these systems are still under debate. One of such questions is whether relaxed or high-energy CT states are the precursors to extractable charge carriers. In terms of kinetic models, the ultrafast charge separation (or two-pool) model has been the most widely used to explain fluence-dependent recombination of charges, and such model is associated with the generation of charges via high-energy CT states that are dissociated in an ultrafast time scale.

In this thesis, we use transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to directly measure the fate of the photo-excited species created upon light absorption and we investigate charge generation, dissociation and recombination in OPV systems of interest, with two questions in mind. First, we aim to identify the factors limiting the performance of each system. Second, for systems with fluence-dependent charge decay, we test whether the data can be explained with a kinetic model where CT states mediate charge generation and recombination. We therefore use a model reminiscent of the Onsager-Braun model, composed of vibrationally cold CT states which dissociate into SCs and SCs recombining nongeminately to the CT state, with all recombination to the ground state occurring via cold CT states at the donor:acceptor interfaces. Questions related to each particular system under study are additionally addressed.
In Chapter 4 we explore a family of related polymers based on the low-band-gap alternating copolymer PTBT, where the sulphur atom in the thiadiazole unit was substituted with oxygen or selenium in order to investigate how atom substitution affects the photophysics in this family of related polymers, and in particular the effect of the heavy atom selenium.

Chapter 5 comprises the spectroscopic comparison between fullerene and nonfullerene (NFA) OPV layers featuring the low-band-gap copolymer PPDT2FBT. A specific goal in this chapter is to explain the unexpected low value of $J_{sc}$ in the device featuring a small molecular acceptor, despite of its broad absorption due to complementary absorption of donor and acceptor.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we investigate charge carrier dynamics in a series of low-donor-content films composed predominantly of C60 and small amounts of organic small molecule donors, where their CT state energies are systematically varied. We aim to model charge recombination dynamics to understand how recombination is affected by a molecular factor such as the energy of the CT state.
Chapter 3

Experimental Methods and Data Analysis

3.1 Sample preparation

The OPV active layers studied in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis consist on blend films fabricated in our laboratory using materials developed by our collaborators from Korea University in the research group of Prof. H. Y. Woo. The general fabrication procedure consisted of blending donor and acceptor materials in a solvent, at a particular donor:acceptor ratio (w/w) and total concentration of donor+acceptor. In some cases a volume fraction of an additive was used. Solutions were usually stirred overnight before being spin-coated and post thermal annealing was performed in some cases. It is important to note that the incorporation of additives and thermal annealing have strong effects on the morphology. Solvent additives can affect polymer conformations and thermal annealing alters the film microstructure after casting by allowing the polymer chains more time to equilibrate [82].
The samples studied in Chapter 6 were fabricated by our collaborators from University of Postdam in the research group of Prof. Dieter Neher.

### 3.2 UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy

The light absorption properties of chromophores in a material are measured experimentally using steady-state UV-Vis spectroscopy. The spectrometer consists of white light from a tungsten lamp, which is dispersed by a monochromator in combination with a slit. The monochromatic beam is then split into two arms, a reference beam which passes through a blank sample (containing pure solvent in the case of a solution or a blank substrate in the case of a film), and a beam which passes through the sample under study. The intensities of the transmitted beams are recorded for the blank \( I_0 \) and for the sample \( I \) at each wavelength to compute the absorbance \( A = \log\left( \frac{I_0}{I} \right) \) of the sample. The absorbance depends on the pathlength and the concentration of the species in the sample according to the Beer–Lambert law presented in Equation 3.1.

\[
A = \log\left( \frac{I_0}{I} \right) = \epsilon(\nu) c d
\]

where \( \epsilon(\nu) \) is the molar attenuation coefficient of that material, \( c \) is the molar concentration and \( d \) is the pathlength.

In TAS studies, it is a standard practice to measure the ground UV-Vis absorption spectra of samples to determine the required wavelength for the excitation pulses in the TAS experiment. Additionally, we measure the UV-Vis absorption after the TAS experiment as a way to verify that no degradation has occurred during the experiment. Steady-state absorption spectra can also reveal aggregation properties in the material [83].
3.3 Transient absorption spectroscopy

The development and characterization of intense and ultra-short laser pulses is currently very advanced and laser pulses are the best suited tools for the investigation of dynamic processes in the field of light-matter interaction. The basic principle of operation of a laser (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) is the process of stimulated emission, where an initial photon serves as a stimulus for excited atoms to decay emitting an identical photon. The nature of this emission in addition to the characteristics of the amplification determine unique properties of laser light, such as high intensity, coherence, directionality and monochromaticity [84, 85].

Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy is the optical pump-probe technique where we use a monochromatic laser pulse to \textit{pump} or excite a sample and a broadband (white light) laser pulse to \textit{probe} the dynamics of the photo-excited states, by monitoring their transmission. The ability to directly measure the temporal evolution of excited states, in particular of non-radiative states, makes this technique well suited for the study of charge generation and recombination in organic solar cells. Figure 3.1 illustrates a simplified version of our TA system in the most common configuration.
Figure 3.1: A simplified version of our transient absorption spectrometer in the most common configuration, which allows tuning of the pump pulse energy using a parametric amplifier. Pump-probe time delays, obtained by delaying the pump with respect to the probe by increasing its path length, are limited to 6 ns.

Our laser system is based on a Ti-Sapphire regenerative amplifier (SpitfirePro, SpectraPhysics) which provides 800 nm fundamental 100 fs laser pulses. The standard configuration of our setup consists on the splitting of the fundamental beam into two arms, one for the pump and one for the probe. The temporal resolution of the system is achieved by delaying the pump with respect to the probe by increasing its path length, using a retroreflector mounted in a mechanical delay stage [86, 87]. In such configuration, we access pump-probe time delays up to 6 ns.

To extend out time delay span up to the microseconds, we use a picosecond laser as the pump source which provides pulses characterised by 1064 nm wavelength and 0.6 ns duration (FWHM), which can be electronically delayed with respect to the probe arm resulting in time delays up to 3 µs. This is achieved using a signal “T” from the laser amplifier (Spitfire) as the external trigger of a delay generator. The delay generator is controlled via a LabVIEW software.
which determines the different time delays. An output signal “T+delay” from the
delay generator is then used as the trigger for the picosecond laser. Additional
excitation wavelengths available in this configuration are the second harmonic
532 nm and third harmonic 355 nm of the 1064 nm source.

The repetition rate of our probe beam is 3 kHz and by chopping the pump
arm at every second pulse we are able to avoid the use of a reference channel.
Rigorously, the probe ground state transmission should be measured via a refer-
ence channel, splitting the probe beam before reaching the sample. However,
because of the high correlation between sequential pulses, it can be assumed
that the ground state signal that corresponds to shot number \( i \) is the same as
for shot number \( i + 1 \) [88]. In this way, transmitted probe pulses through the
excited and the ground sample \( T_{on} \) and \( T_{off} \) respectively are recorded at each
time delay \( t \). Probe pulses are dispersed with silica prisms and the dispersed
light is focused into a visible and infra-red cameras. As a result, the TA signal is
calculated as the probe transmission change normalised by the transmission of
the ground state \( \frac{\Delta T}{T} \) according to equation 3.2.

\[
\frac{\Delta T}{T} = \frac{T_{on}(\lambda, t) - T_{off}(\lambda)}{T_{off}(\lambda)} \tag{3.2}
\]

In each experiment we excite the sample at specific electronic transitions
and to achieve that we tune our pump pulses to the required wavelength using a
parametric amplifier (TOPAS). As explained earlier, when using the picosecond
laser as the pump source, only specific wavelengths are available. The broad-
band probe is generated by focusing one of the 800 nm arms onto a 3 mm YAG
crystal.

Before each TA measurement, the pump area was recorded at 100 different
time delays using a Microsoft webcam and custom LabVIEW software. The
pixel size of the camera was known, and images of the spot size were recorded for each measurement. The images were subsequently processed performing a gaussian fit in both dimensions, resulting in FWHMx and FWHMy average values. Once the pump area was obtained, the pump fluence $f$ was calculated as the ratio of the pump power $P_{pump}$ (measured with a Thorlabs power meter which delivers an optical power that depends on the wavelength of the incident beam) and the product of the beam area $A_{pump}$ times the pump repetition frequency ($R_{pump} = 1500\text{Hz}$), as described in Equation 3.3.

$$f = \frac{P_{pump}}{A_{pump} R_{pump}} \quad (3.3)$$

Each TA experiment results in a data matrix $M$ where each row is the $\Delta T / T$ spectra at a particular time delay. Subsequently, we subject each data set to a series of corrections:

- Background subtraction, to avoid time-independent artifacts by subtracting the spectra at negative time from the data at positive times.

- Chirp correction. When a broadband laser pulse travels through a dispersive media, the different frequency components travel at a different velocity (longer wavelengths exceeding shorter wavelengths) and therefore time zero (the time at which pump and probe overlap temporally) is wavelength dependent. By correcting the data due to chirp, we obtain the transient spectrum at each delay time.

- Wavelength calibration, to map camera pixels to wavelengths. We achieve this by calibrating our prism spectrometer using filters ranging 450 – 1600 nm.
After fine tuning the prism spectrometer and right before running a TA measurement, we record the spectra of the probe after passing through a set of different filters, which allows us to correlate pixels to wavelengths. The post processing software performs the wavelength calibration taking into account the nonlinear angular dispersion equation, which relates the prism output angle with the incident angle, the apex angle and the index of refraction [88].

The amount of unavoidable chirp due to the WL generation process inside the YAG crystal and the probe transmission through the sample under study is corrected prior to any data analysis. For chirp correction, a time offset is determined as a function of wavelength via fitting a third order polynomial to the wavelength dependent onset of the TA signal [88].

For the interpretation of TA spectra we acknowledge that TA spectra contains contributions from all the different absorbing excited states, and that each component (or species) contributes with different TA features. Such features (illustrated in Figure 3.2) are:

- Ground state bleach (GSB). The excitation of the sample creates a depopulation of the ground state and as a result, spectral regions with ground state absorption exhibit a decrease in transmission of the probe. This feature is known as ground state bleach and according to our convention (Equation 3.2) it results in a positive TA signal.

- Stimulated emission (SE). When probe photons pass through the excited sample with energy that is resonant with a decay transition, they will stimulate the decay where an identical photon is emitted. This process, known as stimulated emission, also results in a positive TA signal.

- Photoinduced absorption (PIA). When the probe is resonant with the
absorption of an excited species, the probe transmission is reduced and, according to our convention (Equation 3.2), this results in a negative TA signal.

![Figure 3.2: Constructed TA spectrum exhibiting features of ground-state bleach (GSB, green), stimulated emission (SE, orange) and photo-induced absorption (PIA, blue).](image)

**Figure 3.2:** Constructed TA spectrum exhibiting features of ground-state bleach (GSB, green), stimulated emission (SE, orange) and photo-induced absorption (PIA, blue). Figure adapted from Reference [89].

In Figure 3.3 A we present a typical TA surface, where the intensity of the TA signal is plotted against the energy of the probe pulse on the *y* axis and the pump-probe time delays in the *x* axis. Our analysis of the data begins with the visualization of orthogonal slices of this surface. First, we obtain a series of slices of the TA matrix at different time delays, as shown in Figure 3.3 B, which allows us to inspect the shape of the spectrum, identifying different TA features, and verifying if the spectrum exhibits any temporal evolution, i.e. if the shape of the TA features changes over time. In our example we can identify a positive GSB feature, a negative PIA feature and an additional PIA-2 feature. Having identified these features, we proceed to obtain slices of the matrix over each of the spectral regions, to inspect their temporal profiles. In Figure 3.3 C we show
kinetic profiles that have been obtained by direct integration over the energy regions associated with each TA feature. The combination of spectral slices and integrated kinetic profiles allows us to carry out the spectral assignments on the TA matrix, i.e. the identification of the transient species contributing to the data. However, the spectral assignment usually requires additional information, such as known spectra for triplet excitons, which can be obtained by measuring the triplet-induced absorption spectrum of the material under study blended with a triplet sensitizer, and known spectra for charged species, by comparing the TA spectra to the absorption spectra of chemically oxidized or reduced samples.
Figure 3.3: A) A typical TA surface, exhibiting a GSB and two PIA features, namely PIA and PIA-2. B) Spectral slices of the TA surface at indicated time delays. C) Kinetic profiles obtained by direct integration over the indicated spectral regions.
In order to carry out a more detailed analysis of the data, including data modelling of the dynamics of certain species, we need to ensure that the overlapping features in the TA surface are disentangled. In some cases, it is possible to obtain clean dynamics for individual species by direct integration over spectral regions, as explained earlier. However, in most cases the spectral features are overlapping, and further manipulation of the data is required to separate the individual contributions. We achieve such deconvolution by using the powerful technique known as Multivariate Curve Resolution which is described in the following section.

### 3.4 Multivariate curve resolution

As noted previously, TA data is arranged in a multi-component matrix $M$, involving contributions from different photo-active transient species. The data analysis we implement here is based on a bilinear model, i.e. the decomposition of the data set into the product of two matrices, the spectrum of the transient species $S^T$ and their time-dependent concentration profiles or kinetics $C$, according to Equation 3.4, where $k$ is the number of pure species. A representation of such decomposition is shown in Figure 3.4 for a system composed by two transient species.

$$M = C \cdot S^T + E = c_1 \cdot s_1^T + c_2 \cdot s_2^T + ... c_k \cdot s_k^T + E \quad (3.4)$$
Figure 3.4: Bilinear decomposition of the multicomponent data set \( M \), composed by two transient species.

The number of independent components in a data set can be determined via either principal component analysis or via a factorization of the data matrix known as singular value decomposition (SVD). SVD yields the following product of three matrices:

\[
M = USV \tag{3.5}
\]

where the columns of \( U \) and the rows of \( V \) are orthogonal and \( S \) is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements of \( S \) are the square roots of the eigenvalues of \( MM^T \) or \( M^T M \) in descending order, which are known as singular values. Examination of the magnitude of the singular values allows us to distinguish components related to physical contributions, for which the singular values are large, from components related to noise, for which singular values are small and similar among them. It is worth mentioning that this decomposition is completely abstract and the matrices \( U \) and \( V \) have no chemical or physical meaning [90]. Therefore, physical constraints related to the systems of interested need to be incorporated into the analysis.

Multivariate curve resolution (MCR) is a method developed by Tauler and coworkers which solves Equation 3.4 through an iterative linear least square
algorithm and does not require a priori knowledge on the kinetics of the system [91–93]. Multivariate Curve Resolution by Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS) calculates concentration \( C \) and pure spectra \( S^T \) matrices by optimally fitting the experimental data matrix \( M \). MCR-ALS was implemented by the authors in the MATLAB environment with an intuitive graphical interface and it is available for download, to be used by anyone with a MATLAB license. Once the number of independent components is defined via SVD, initial estimates of \( C \) or \( S^T \) can be obtained using Evolving Factor Analysis (EFA) which uses a forward and backward going SVD on a sequence of submatrices and use the singular values to estimate how populations of excited-states evolve with time [94]. Once the initial concentrations are calculated, the optimisation method is carried out following the steps in Figure 3.5. The Figure shows how constraints are applied to spectra and concentration profiles in each iteration.

It is important to note that, when disentangling multiple components from the transient data, the solutions obtained via MCR are not unique, since different solutions might be mathematically equivalent, i.e. they might be able to explain the data equally well. Such mathematical limitation, intrinsic to the MCR-ALS method, is due to rotational and intensity ambiguities of the solutions. The most straightforward way to restrict the range of possible solutions is by applying constraints. Some constraints that we commonly use are non-negativity for concentration profiles, unimodality in spectra, and equality constraints, by including the pure spectrum of one or more of the transient components. Ambiguities can be related to different issues, such as intensity and rotational ambiguities. This can be demonstrated by re-writing Equation as:

\[
M = C(RR^{-1})S^T + E
\]

\[
C' = CR
\]
\[ S'^T = R^{-1} S^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where the matrices \( C' \) and \( S' \) are rotationally equivalent to the real \( C \) and \( S' \) and the decomposition of \( M \) based on \( C' \) and \( S' \) leads to the same residuals as the one based on \( C \) and \( S \). If \( R \) is a diagonal matrix the ambiguities are simply affecting the scale of the solutions, and this is known as an intensity ambiguity, otherwise the shape of both spectra and concentrations profiles are affected, which is known as a rotational ambiguity [93]. As discussed before, we apply constraints to restrict the space of possible solutions and retrieve physically meaningful pairs of spectrum and kinetics.

**Figure 3.5:** The optimization procedure performed by the MCR-ALS method, which involves the application of constraints and an iterative linear least square algorithm. Figure modified from Reference [94].

The MCR-ALS approach has been widely used for the analysis of TA data in the OPV community, enabling the separation of different excited states, such
as excitons, charges and triples states [95–98]. In addition to the limitations of the method due to the mathematical ambiguities explained before, which can be tackled by the use of constraints, it is worth mentioning that, the MRC-ALS algorithm is not able to differentiate individual species when their spectra are very similar. This has been found to be the case of bound CT states and free separated charges in OPV thin films, which exhibit the same mean cross-section. However, once the overall charge component is isolated from other excited states via MCR-ALS, the behavior of CT states and separated charges may be isolated via fluence-dependent measurements, since their dynamics scale differently with charge density [61, 63].
Chapter 4

How atom substitution affects the photophysics of low-bandgap copolymers for OPV cells

4.1 Overview

A widely used approach to synthesise low-band-gap polymers is based on an alternating donor-acceptor (D-A) or push-pull design that comprises the use of alternating electron-rich and electron-deficient moieties as repeating units in the main chain of the polymer [39]. The ability to systematically vary these units within the chemical structure has been exploited to manipulate electronic and optical properties, resulting in materials with narrow optical energy gaps and high absorption coefficients, allowing a more efficient harvesting of the solar spectrum. However, small changes, such as the replacement of a single atom in the donor or acceptor unit, have shown to cause large variations in the photovoltaic parameters, which cannot be explained considering only the variations in the optical band-gap [40,99–103].
In this work, we study a family of polymers derived from the low-band-gap alternating copolymer, poly5,6-bis(octyloxy)-4-(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[c]-1,2,5-thiadiazole (PTBT) which was previously found to produce high performance photovoltaic devices when blended with fullerene derivatives [87]. We explore the photophysics of a family of related polymers, where the sulphur atom in the thiadiazole unit was substituted with oxygen or selenium. The photovoltaic characteristics show that the power conversion efficiency (PCE) in a PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM device is 94% lower than that in the analogous PTBT:PC$_{61}$BM device [87] under the same preparation conditions. Interestingly, previous studies reported in the literature show that the substitution of sulfur by selenium results in an improvement in the photovoltaic performance in some systems [100, 101, 103], but it has a detrimental effect for other systems [102].

Our ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) measurements on the neat polymers and the polymer:fullerene blends explain the inferior photovoltaic performance of PTBO and PTBSe with respect to the original PTBT polymer. In PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM, we find that 33% of excitons are promptly quenched generating charges, with the reminder 67% needing to diffuse to the interface to undergo charge transfer. This suggests that the morphology of this blend is not as finely intermixed as the original PTBT blend, where nearly all excitons were quenched in an ultrafast time scale. Also in contrast with the PTBT system, recombination dynamics in PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM shows that geminate recombination, i.e. recombination of geminate pairs at the donor:acceptor interface subsequent to the exciton quenching process, is a severe limiting factor in this system. In the case of PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM, we find that all excitons are quenched in an ultrafast time scale, which, in addition to its broad and unstructured steady-state absorption, suggests a morphology that is more strongly intermixed than in the PTBT system. Exciton quenching is accompanied by ultrafast charge formation,
followed by the formation of triplet excitons in the nanosecond time scale, due to enhanced intersystem crossing by incorporating the heavy atom selenium into the chemical structure. In both PTBO and PTBSe systems, strong recombination of geminate CT pairs is identified as the major limiting factor, through the $^1CT \rightarrow GS$ pathway in the case of PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM and via the $^3CT \rightarrow ^1T$ pathway in the case of PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM. Our results are consistent with the literature, where it has been shown, in a closely related polymer, that the sulfur-containing compound has a more favorable intermolecular packing, resulting in better morphology and charge carrier transport, properties that are essential for efficient charge separation and extraction [102]. Thus, we speculate that unfavorable packing of the PTBO and PTBSe polymers at the interfaces with PC$_{61}$BM results in higher geminate recombination rates for these systems. Additionally, in the case of PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM the heavy atom effect facilitates the formation of triplet excitons, which is identified as a major energy loss channel.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Single-atom substitution in low-band-gap copolymers

As noted in the overview of this chapter, the replacement of a single atom in the donor or acceptor units of low-band-gap copolymers has shown to cause large variations in photovoltaic performance, which cannot be explained considering only the variations in the optical band-gap. The literature suggests that the effect of substituting one atom of sulfur by selenium in the chemical structure depends upon the system. In Reference [101] the authors investigate how the substitution of a sulfur atom by selenium in the thiadiazole unit of a low-band-gap small molecule affects the device optoelectronic properties and photovoltaic performance. The study shows that the selenium containing...
variant leads to a higher efficiency in a standard organic photovoltaic architecture, when combined with PC$_{71}$BM and thermally annealed. The authors emphasise that this heteroatom engineering approach for the development of higher efficiency organic solar cells needs to consider details such as solubility, solid-state crystallization, packing, and the resulting morphology within the device, and not simply electronic considerations. Similarly, in Reference [103] the authors studied the substitution of a sulfur atom by selenium in the accepting units of D-A alternating polymers. Such substitutions result in remarkable changes in the optoelectronic properties of polymers, with the benzoselena-
diazole (BSe) polymers showing enhanced photovoltaic performances than benzothiadiazole (BT) based polymers, with a strong dependence upon the processing conditions and morphology of the active layers. However, the improved photovoltaic performance in the variants containing selenium is not a general rule. In reference [102] the authors studied the effects of systematic sulfur/selenium substitutions into both donor and acceptor units using complementary Raman spectroscopy, density functional theory, and X-ray diffraction as characterisation tools. The authors demonstrate that, in each case, the heavy atom substitution is detrimental to photovoltaic performance, mainly due to unfavourable intermolecular packing in thin films and poor charge carrier mobility.

### 4.2.2 Previous study on PTBT

The low-band-gap alternating copolymer poly5,6-bis(octyloxy)-4-(thiophen-
2-yl)benzo[c]-1,2,5- thia diazole (PTBT), which is the parent structure in this study, was previously found to produce high performance photovoltaic devices when blended with fullerene derivatives [87]. The work was carried out by Gallaher et al. on a series of closely related alternating copolymers: PTTBT,
PDTBT, and PTBT, which have small variations in polymer backbone curvature, which was used to alter the component mixing in polymer:fullerene blends by altering the miscibility of fullerene. This yields the controlled formation of either 2- or 3-phase morphology over the series of polymer materials. The authors analysed charge dynamics in 3-phase blends compared with binary counterparts and linked these dynamics to free charge yields [87]. In particular for PTBT the copolymer, the processes of charge generation and recombination studied via TAS measurements by Gallaher et al. are summarized as follows:

- Nearly all excitons are quenched within the 200 fs time resolution of the experiment, suggesting a finely intermixed blend morphology that does not require excitons to diffuse to reach an interface.

- Efficient formation of hole polarons upon exciton quenching is accompanied with the retention of the GSB.

- The hole polaron band shifts to lower energy over time, and the relative intensity of the 0-0 band in the GSB increases, which was attributed by the authors to the migration of excitations from disordered polymer segments to ordered chains with larger delocalisation.

- The GSB and charge intensity are retained in the nanosecond timescale.

Here, we explore a new family of related polymers based on PTBT, where the sulphur atom in the thiadiazole unit was substituted with oxygen or selenium in order to investigate how atom substitution affects the photophysics in this family of related low-bandgap copolymers for photovoltaic cells. Molecular structures of these materials are depicted in figure 4.1.
4.2.3 The role of spin in organic photovoltaic devices

In systems featuring heavy atoms, such as selenium, triplet exciton formation via intersystem crossing (ISC) is enhanced due to strong spin-orbit coupling, and thus, we expect that electronic triplet states play a significant role in the optoelectronic characteristics of such devices [104–109]. As described in Section 2.9 of this thesis, the absorption of a photon with an energy above the optical bandgap in an OPV active layer, leads to the formation of localised singlet excitons. When excitons reach the donor:acceptor heterojunction, the charge transfer process takes place, with positive polarons being formed in the donor phase and negative polarons being formed in the acceptor phase. The process of dissociation of the polaron pairs into separated charges, that could potentially be extracted at the electrodes of the device, competes with the decay of the CT states (or polaron pairs) to the ground state. In fact, even when charges have been completely dissociated, in their way to the electrodes they may undergo undesirable nongeminate recombination, resulting in a re-creation of CT states. Because the electron and the hole orbitals in a CT state are separated in space, the splitting between singlet and triplet CT state energies is small [110] and in low-band-gap polymer donor materials, the energy of the triplet exciton (T) is typically lower than the energy of the CT states. Therefore, the decay of CT into
$^1T$ is energetically favourable. Subsequently, triplet excitons either decay to the ground state or annihilate via triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) or triplet-charge annihilation (TCA). Figure 4.2 shows a state diagram representing the different photophysical processes [104].

![State Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.2:** State diagram representing the various photophysical processes in an OPV device. The Figure is reproduced with permission from Reference [104].

The role of spin in charge recombination was studied experimentally by Rao et al. who demonstrated that electron-hole encounters lead to the formation of CT states with singlet and triplet character [104]. Their time-resolved spectroscopic study in polymer:fullerene systems where the energy of the triplet exciton in the polymer is lower than the energy of the CT state, shows that the relaxation of $^3$CT $\rightarrow ^1T$ can be suppressed by wavefunction delocalization, resulting in CT re-dissociating into free charges. In this way, the authors could explain the high external quantum efficiencies despite the high rate of electron-hole encounters in the bulk-heterojunction. The authors applied a kinetic model in a PIDT-PhanQ:ICBA blend and extracted a high triplet-charge annihilation rate, which explains why this is a loss channel. Triplet formation is observed in ICBA and ICMA blends at room temperature but is out-competed by dissociation
back to free charges in the 1:3 PIDTPhanQ:PC$_{60}$BM blend. Additionally, in the efficient 1:3 PIDT-PhanQ:PC$_{60}$BM blend triplets are formed at low temperatures (< 240K), but not at room temperature, suggesting that there is a thermally activated process competing with the relaxation to $^1T$, which is dissociation of $^3CT$ back to free charges. The authors concluded that large aggregates in PCBM assists charge separation due to delocalization of the electron wave function over the aggregates.

Within the same framework, Chow et al. used the same model for the triplet dynamics to characterize the effect of morphology on recombination of PCPDTB:PC$_{70}$BM blends through the use of solvent additives [105]. The authors found that without additive, the IQE was 48% and 16% of excitations were decaying via bimolecular triplet formation. With the additive treatment however, crystallinity and carrier mobility were improved and the IQE increased to 65%, but in contrast with the PIDT-PhanQ:PC$_{60}$BM blend studies by Rao et al. [104], bimolecular triplet formation was increased to 35%, suggesting that the presence of PCBM aggregates is not a sufficient condition to avoid recombination via triplets. The authors pointed out that the nature of PCBM clusters (size, crystallinity, etc.) is likely to dependent on the donor polymer.

A detailed kinetic study based on the Onsager-Braun model including back electron transfer was implemented by Shoaee et al. [108]. The authors show that suppression of both of the parallel loss channels of singlet and triplet states via nongeminate recombination can be achieved through increasing the dissociation rate of the CT states. The authors explain that due to the limitations to improve charge extraction in OPV devices, due to their intrinsic low free carrier mobilities, the possibility of reducing bimolecular recombination can be key for achieving high charge collection efficiencies, providing sufficiently long charge
carrier lifetimes to be collected at the electrodes.

Interestingly, the competition between the dissociation of CT states and their recombination to an energetically favorable triplet state has been emphasized in a recent article which shows that in the systems with very efficient charge generation and very fast CT dissociation, free carrier recombination is strongly suppressed, regardless of the spin factors [109].

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Device characteristics

The photovoltaic parameters of the OPV devices under study in a conventional device structure are summarized in Table 6.1. We notice important variations in the $J_{sc}$ and $FF$ parameters, with the highest values in the device featuring the PTBT polymer and the lowest values when featuring the PTBSe polymer. $J_{sc}$ decreases by 83% and $FF$ decreases by 64% when PTBT is replaced by PTBSe, resulting in the overall power conversion efficiency (PCE) in the PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM device being 94% lower than that in the PTBT:PC$_{61}$BM device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PTBT:PC$_{61}$BM</th>
<th>PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM</th>
<th>PTB0:PC$_{61}$BM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{oc}$</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{sc}$</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FF$</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2 UV-Vis steady state absorption

Before discussing our TAS measurements, we will examine the steady state absorption of the materials. UV-Vis steady state absorption spectra of the neat polymer donors PTBO and PTBSe and their blends when matched with PC$_{61}$BM were obtained in a Cary 50 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer and are shown in Figure 4.3. Identical spectra were measure before and after our TA measurements, confirming that no degradation occurred during the experiments. In PTBO we observe predominant absorption peaks at 650 nm and 610 nm, assigned to 0-0 and 0-1 vibronic transitions. The ratio between these peaks intensities has been related to different types of aggregation in the polymeric phase, i.e. J-aggregates (J for Jelly) and H-aggregates (H for hypsochromic) as we discussed in Chapter 2.5 [83, 111, 112]. The PTBO film exhibits a 0-0/0-1 ratio larger than 1, consistent with a predominant contribution from J-aggregates due to intrachain through-bond interactions. When blended with the acceptor material the 0-0/0-1 ratio is decreased which can be explained by the disruption of the polymer order by the addition of PC$_{61}$BM [87]. In PTBSe the absorption spectra is broad and unstructured, which can be explained by H-type aggregates due to interchain Coulombic interactions, and the incorporation of PC$_{61}$BM results in a blue-shift of the spectra. TAS experiments were performed with an excitation wavelength of 650nm, indicated with a vertical line in the figure.
Figure 4.3: UV-visible absorption spectra of neat polymer donors A) PTBO and B) PTBSe, along with their fullerene blends.

4.3.3 Transient absorption spectroscopy

We performed TAS measurements at room temperature using the experimental setup described in Section 3.3 of this thesis. Pump pulses were obtained by tuning a parametric amplifier (TOPAS) to the desired wavelength and using
a retroreflector mounted in a mechanical delay stage to obtain pump-probe delays up to 6 ns. The spectral window of the broadband probe pulses covers the range 0.77 – 3.1 eV (equivalent to 400 – 1600 nm), allowing us to monitor dynamics of the photo-generated transient species.

### 4.3.4 Neat PTBO and PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM

**Neat PTBO**

Our TAS data on a PTBO neat film is shown in Figure 4.4 A as spectral slices at indicated time delays. The TAS features we observe are the GSB in the wavelength region 1.8 – 2.4 eV, a weak SE feature at 1.5 – 1.7 eV and a PIA feature in the wavelength region 0.8 – 1.4 eV. Singular value decomposition of the data matrix returns singular values suggesting that a single component is sufficient to explain the data. Therefore, all features decay with the same kinetics, which is confirmed by identical integrated kinetics of the GSB and PIA features, as shown in Figure 4.4 B. In the same figure we show that the GSB (and PIA) kinetics can be modelled by a single exponential model. The equivalent decay of all features, together with the presence of the SE feature due to the $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ transition, supports our assignment of the PIA band as an exciton-induced absorption signal [113, 114]. A nonlinear least squares fit of the exponential decay in Figure 4.4 B indicates an exciton half-life of approximately 70 ps, which is the order of magnitude found in other conjugated polymers measured via transient absorption or fluorescence spectroscopy [72].
Figure 4.4: A) Spectral slices of the TAS data measured in a PTBO neat film at indicated time delays, and B) integrated kinetics of GSB and PIA features. Such kinetics can be modelled by a single exponential model.

PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM

In Figure 4.5 we show spectral slices of the TAS data measured in a PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM blend film at indicated time delays, along with the excitonic
spectra previously measured in the neat PTBO film. We note the matching overlap between the spectrum of the PTBO exciton and the early time spectra (at 200fs time delay) in the blend film, however we observe that the ratio of the exciton PIA to the GSB in the blend is lower than such ratio in neat PTBO. According to such variation in PIA/GSB ratio, 33% of excitons are promptly quenched after 200fs, with the simultaneous emergence of a new \( \text{PIA}_2 \) peak in the wavelength region \( 1.0 - 1.2 \text{eV} \). This suggests that 33% of excitons are generated at very close proximity to the donor:acceptor interface. However, the morphology of this blend is not as finely intermixed as the PTBT blend, where nearly all excitons were quenched in an ultrafast time scale. In the PTBO system, prompt charge generation is followed by further growth of the \( \text{PIA}_2 \) feature in the region around \( 1.0 - 1.2 \text{eV} \) at the expense of the exciton PIA, which we attribute to excitons reaching the donor:acceptor interface and undergoing charge transfer. In the \( \text{PIA}_2 \) region we note an apparent shift of the peak towards slightly higher energies (i.e. a blue-shift) as time progresses. However, by decomposing the data matrix into independent contributions, we find that only two components are necessary to explain the data. Thus, we attribute the apparent shift in the \( \text{PIA}_2 \) peak to the overlap of this signal with the exciton PIA at early times. The appearance of \( \text{PIA}_2 \) upon exciton quenching is attributed to charge transfer from the polymer to the fullerene and the concomitant appearance of charges. Another plausible explanation for this new feature could be the formation of triplet states in the polymer. However, it has been noted in previous works that in donor:acceptor systems, the charge transfer rate is much faster than that of triplet formation [113–116]. In this way, we attribute \( \text{PIA}_2 \) to a charge-induced absorption feature originated from the absorption of hole polarons in the polymer.
The individual contributions from excitons and charges to the overall TA signal were obtained by using the soft-modelling algorithm known as Multivariate Curve Resolution by Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS) introduced in detail in Section 3.4 of this thesis [91–93]. Such decomposition allows us to recover the spectra and kinetics of the transient species, as long as they exhibit differentiable kinetics over time. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the outputs of this decomposition are not unique and additional information must be provided to obtain results with physical meaning. To achieve this, we used the following constraints: i) that kinetic profiles can not be negative, ii) that PIA signals can not be positive, and iii) we introduced the spectra of neat PTBO as a spectral mask, i.e. a fixed spectra that is forced to match one of the MCR-ALS components. The resulting MCR kinetics of excitons and charges are presented in Figure 4.6 A and B for experiments using pump fluences of 1.5 $\mu J/cm^2$ and 6 $\mu J/cm^2$. In Figure 4.6 C we include the integrated kinetics of the GSB normalised to one at a
time delay of 200 fs. Since depopulation of the ground state is associated with the population of all excitations, including excitons and charged species, the GSB serves to quantify the population of excitons $E(t)$ and charges $C(t)$ over time, according to a linear combination such as $GSB(t) = E(t) + C(t)$ [87]. In this way, we are able to transform exciton and charge kinetics into normalized populations, shown in Figure 4.6 C.
Figure 4.6: MCR kinetics of A) excitons and B) charges in PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM at two different pump fluences. C) Normalised population of excitons and polymer hole polarons based on the integrated intensity of ground state bleach (GSB).
We observe from Figure 4.6 C that excitons in the PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM blend decay considerably faster than in neat PTBO, with a half-life below 1 ps, compared with the intrinsic exciton lifetime of 70 ps in neat PTBO, suggesting that excitons are rapidly quenched at the donor:acceptor interface before decaying to the ground state. However, at time delays where charges are photo-generated via excitons, the intensity of the GSB is not retained, as we would expect, and possible explanations involve exciton decay processes such as exciton-exciton or exciton-to-charge annihilation. According to Figure 4.6 A, exciton decay does not depend upon pump fluence, and thus we rule out the process of exciton-exciton bimolecular annihilation. A more likely explanation is the decrease in GSB intensity caused by exciton-to-charge annihilation, due to the temporal overlap of exciton and charge species with sufficiently high density. [117].

Figure 4.6 C additionally indicates that the normalised charge population exhibits a pronounced decay at time delays above 30 ps, and Figure 4.6 B shows that such charge decay is practically fluence-independent. Such characteristics are, according to the literature, indicatives of strong geminate recombination of bound charge pairs to the ground state, which prevents their split into separated charges [118]. The early timescale of geminate recombination is associated with the fact that polaron pairs (also known as CT pairs) are formed directly after exciton dissociation and recombine subsequently in a process that depends on the local structure at the donor:acceptor boundary, as explained by Muller et al. in Reference [119] for polymer:fullerene systems and by Hodgkiss et al. in Reference [113] for polymer:polymer systems. Since geminate recombination involves bound pairs exclusively, the decay rate does not depend on the density of excited states and therefore, does not depend on the excitation fluence. Avoiding fast geminate recombination is essential for efficient charge separation and eventually extraction at the electrodes [120] and thus, we derive from our results.
that geminate recombination is the major limiting factor in this blend system.

The main loss pathway that we have identified in the PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM is illustrated in the state diagram in Figure 4.12 B, along with the state diagrams of the PTBSe system studied here and of the original PTBT system. Dominant pathways are represented with bold colours, and less efficient pathways in dashed colours.

4.3.5 Neat PTBSe and PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM

Neat PTBSe

Figure 4.7 shows spectral traces of the TAS data measured in a PTBSe neat film at indicated time delays. Due to low signal-to-noise ratio in this measurement we can not access the full range of wavelengths available in our probe pulse, but nevertheless we distinguish the GSB feature, SE due to singlet exciton decay and two PIA features: a broad PIA that peaks within the spectral region 0.8 – 1.0 eV and a subsequent PIA$_2$ peak within the region 1.0 – 1.2 eV. This is in contrast with the neat PTBO data discussed earlier and with the measurements in neat PTBT reported in the literature [87], where a single PIA feature was measured upon exciton decay. However, additional excited species can be generated in neat materials, including charged species and triplet excitons. Previous work reported in the literature shows that neat conjugated polymers can exhibit charge photogeneration, primarily obtained from the breakup of intrachain excitons, and that long-lived charge generation can occur at the interface between amorphous and crystalline domains of the polymer [121]. On the other hand, the formation of triplet excitons in neat materials can occur via intersystem crossing (ISC) from singlet excitons, which depends on spin–orbit coupling and on the vibrational overlap between the states involved. Spin-orbit coupling increases strongly.
with the atomic number and therefore is enhanced by incorporating heavy atoms into the chemical structure. In this way, it is not surprising to detect the conversion from singlet to triplet excitons in this material containing the heavy atom selenium [122]. To confirm this interpretation, we performed an additional experiment under the same conditions on a film composed of PTBSe blended with the triplet sensitizer PdOEP. The basic idea is that triplets are created very efficiently in the sensitizer and are transferred to the material under study via energy transfer, increasing the population of triplet states [123]. This method was pioneered by Terenin and Ermolaev to measure phosphorescence in organic solutions [124].

**Figure 4.7:** Spectral traces of the TAS data measured in a PTBSe neat film at indicated time delays.

Figure 4.8 shows spectra and kinetic profiles obtained for each transient species in PTBSe via the MCR-ALS algorithm, along with the spectra of the sensitized triplets measured in a PTBSe:PdOEP blend film. The first component obtained from the MCR decomposition (component 1 in the figure) is promptly
created upon light absorption, and is attributed to a singlet exciton PIA. The following component (component 2 in the figure) overlaps reasonably well with the spectra in a PTBSe:PdOEP film and the appearance of this species does not involve characteristic features that would suggest the presence of charged species, such as an electro-absorption feature [53]. Thus, the PIA$_2$ peak is assigned as a triplet exciton PIA. The dynamics of the species in Figure 4.8 B shows that triplets are formed from singlet excitons via ISC within a rapid time scale of tens of picoseconds and that triplet excitons experience partial decay on the nanosecond time scale. Rapid conversion of primary photo-excitations into the triplet manifold has been previously measured in Seleno- and Telluro- Analogues of Poly(3-hexylthiophene), in Reference [125]. The authors explained that such rapid ISC time scale, along with a decrease in the fluorescence quantum efficiency, was consistent with intersystem crossing facilitated by the heavier selenium and tellurium atoms.
Figure 4.8: A) MCR spectra and B) MCR kinetics for the transient species in a neat film of PTBSe. Spectrum of sensitized triplets measured in a PTBSe:PdOEP blend film is also included.

PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM

Spectral traces in a blend film of PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM are shown at different time delays in Figure 4.9. First, we note the absence of the singlet exciton feature measured in neat PTBSe, which peaks in the wavelength region 0.8 – 0.9 eV as shown
in Figure 4.8 A. This implies that singlet excitons in the blend are quenched in the time scale below the first 200 fs, time at which another PIA is measured with a peak value at 1.2 eV. Such PIA feature does not match the spectra of triplet excitons shown in Figure 4.8 A, suggesting that it is associated with charge-induced absorption. This ultrafast charge generation upon exciton quenching suggests that donor and acceptor phases are highly intermixed, similarly to the PTBT system, which is consistent with the broad and unstructured steady-state absorption spectra measured in this blend, suggesting the predominance of H-type aggregates due to interchain Coulombic interactions. Interestingly, the spectra evolves over time approaching the long time spectra in neat PTBSSe attributed to triplet excitons. As discussed earlier, strong spin-orbit coupling due to the heavy atom effect, facilitates the formation of triplet states. Additionally, in systems where the triplet exciton is lower in energy than the CT states, the decay of CT states into the triplet manifold $3^{\text{CT}} \rightarrow 1^{\text{T}}$ is energetically favorable and represents a loss channel, preventing bound pairs to re-dissociate from CT states into separated carriers. With this in mind, a reasonable interpretation of our results is that bound CT states with triplet character created at the donor:acceptor interface, decay to the polymer triplet excited state. Population of the $3^{CT}$ state followed by triplet state formation and annihilation was reported by Gehrig et al. in a in PBDTTT-C:PC$_{60}$BM system [126]. In agreement with our results, the authors distinguished a progressive red-shift of the TAS photo-induced absorption peak on the sub-nanosecond time scale, due to the formation of triplet excitons.
Figure 4.9: Spectral traces in a blend film of PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM at different time delays along with the spectra in PTBSe neat at long times, assigned to triplet excitons.

The contributions from charges and triplet excitons to the overall TAS signal can be recovered via the MCR-ALS algorithm, using the spectrum at long time delays, where only one component is present, as a spectral mask. In Figure 4.10 we show the temporal profiles obtained, at two different pump fluences. Figure 4.10 A shows that the rate of charge decay does not depend upon pump fluence, suggesting that charges decay into the triplet state via geminate recombination.
Figure 4.10: MCR kinetics in a blend film of PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM at different pump fluences. A) Component 1, assigned to charges, and B) component 2, assigned to triplet excitons in the polymer.

As explained in Chapter 3, at particular wavelengths we can obtain monochromatic pump pulses by using the harmonic modules of a picosecond laser (fundamental wavelength 1064 nm) which in our setup can be electronically delayed with respect to the probe beam resulting in time delays up to 3 µs. We used this configuration to extend our temporal range on PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM
using 532 nm excitation pulses. The collected data matrix exhibits a single PIA feature which is identical to the PIA attributed to triplets in the nanosecond time scale. Figure 4.11 shows the integrated kinetics of triplet states at three different fluences. We observe a relatively short half-life of triplets of \(\sim 70\) ns, which is essentially independent of the pump fluence. The triplet state can be depopulated by decay to the ground state with an intrinsic monomolecular triplet lifetime that is typically above the nanosecond time scale \([127]\). However, the triplet state can also decay by transferring its energy to triplet molecular oxygen \(({}^{3}\text{O}_2)\) in the surroundings to generate singlet oxygen \(({}^{1}\text{O}_2)\) \([128]\). Even though our measurements were performed under dynamic vacuum conditions, minimal amounts of oxygen may have served as a triplet quencher. It is worth noting that formation of highly reactive singlet molecular oxygen should be avoided, since it is expected to react with the polymer backbone creating carbonyl type defects eliminating the conjugation \([129]\).

![Figure 4.11](image)

**Figure 4.11:** Integrated kinetics of triplets in PTBSe:PC\(_{61}\)BM at three different fluences.

The main loss pathway that we have identified in the PTBSe:PC\(_{61}\)BM is
illustrated in the state diagram in Figure 4.12 C, along with the state diagrams of the PTBO system studied here and of the original PTBT system. Dominant pathways are represented with bold colours, and less efficient pathways in dashed colours.

**Figure 4.12:** State diagrams illustrated for the parent blend PTBT:PC$_{61}$BM (A) and the blend films under study in this work, i.e. PTBO:PC$_{61}$BM (B) and PTBSe:PC$_{61}$BM (C). Dominant pathways are represented with bold colours, and less efficient pathways in dashed colours.
4.4 Conclusions

We have applied ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to explore the photophysics of a family of polymers derived from the low-band-gap alternating copolymer PTBT where the sulphur atom in the thiadiazole unit was substituted with oxygen or selenium. Overall, our data explains the superior photovoltaic performance of the original PTBT polymer and highlights the low tolerance of these materials to backbone substitutions.

Our TAS measurements on the neat polymers and the polymer:fullerene blends explain that the inferior photovoltaic performance of PTBO and PTBSe with respect to the original PTBT polymer, is caused by different geminate recombination pathways. In PTBO:PC₆₁BM, steady state UV-Vis absorption suggests a predominant contribution from J-aggregates due to intrachain interactions, similar to the PTBT system. Our TAS measurements demonstrate that charges are photo-generated via excitons, with a fraction of 33% of excitons being promptly quenched within the first 200 fs of our measurements, forming bound charge pairs. The individual contributions from excitons and charges to the overall TA signal were obtained via the soft-modelling algorithm known as Multivariate Curve Resolution by Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS) and the population of charges exhibits a strong decay in the sub-nanosecond time scale which does not depend upon excitation fluence. Thus, we conclude that geminate recombination, i.e. recombination of geminate pairs at the donor:acceptor interface subsequent to the exciton quenching process, is the major limiting factor in this blend system. In PTBSe:PC₆₁BM, however, UV-Vis absorption suggests a predominant contribution from H-type aggregates due to interchain Coulombic interactions. Our TAS measurements show that all excitons are quenched in an ultrafast time scale, suggesting a highly intermixed morphology, leading to a
charge-induced absorption feature assigned to hole polarons in the polymer. The charge-induced PIA rapidly exhibits a progressive red-shift towards a new absorption peak which is consistent with the spectrum of triplet excitons. Additionally, the rate of charge decay does not depend upon the excitation fluence. In this way, the low photovoltaic performance in the PTBSe variant is attributed to geminate recombination of CT states with triplet character into triplet excitons in the polymer.

Our results are consistent with the work of Ji-Seon Kim et al. in Reference [102], where it was shown, for the closely related polymers PSBS and PSBSe blended with PC\textsubscript{71}BM, that the larger selenium heteroatom is unfavourable for close intermolecular packing in the thin film, resulting in a poor blend film morphology and low charge carrier mobility. We thus speculate that unfavorable packing of the PTBO and PTBSe polymers at the interfaces with PC\textsubscript{61}BM results in suppressed dissociation of CT states and concomitantly, high geminate recombination rates for these systems. Additionally, in the case of PTBSe:PC\textsubscript{61}BM the heavy atom effect facilitates the formation of triplet excitons, which is identified as a major loss channel.
Chapter 5

Comparative transient absorption spectroscopy of fullerene and non-fullerene organic photovoltaic cells

5.1 Overview

Due to the incorporation of fullerene and its derivatives as electron accepting materials together with the invention of the bulk heterojunction device architecture, organic solar cells demonstrated a jump in efficiency by orders of magnitude [31] [32], compared to previous devices composed by simply neat organic semiconducting materials. For almost two decades, such configurations remained largely unchanged, with active layers composed of low-band-gap polymers in the donor phase and fullerene in the acceptor phase, validated by a continuous growth in PCE. However, the efficiency of fullerene devices was reaching a plateau and furthermore fullerenes are known to be expensive to
purify, have limited tunability and low absorption in the VIS and NIR regions of the solar spectrum. Additionally, fullerene materials are morphologically unstable in ambient conditions [130].

Due to the limitations of fullerene materials, intense research efforts have been focused on the design and synthesis of nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs), particularly nonfullerene small molecules and oligomers. NFAs are today viable, tunable and low cost acceptors for solution-processed OPVs and some of them have exceeded their fullerene counterparts exhibiting the highest certified PCEs for OPVs so far. The highest PCEs to date is of 18.22% in a single junction device in a laboratory scale [131].

In this chapter we report spectroscopic comparisons of charge generation and recombination in a series of blends featuring the same semicrystalline donor copolymer, PPDT2FBT, matched with different acceptors: the fullerene derivative PC70BM, the naphthalenediimide-bithiophene copolymer P(NDI2OD-T2), which is commercially known as N2200, and a small molecular nonfullerene acceptor, NIDCS-HO. These blends were previously found to have power conversion efficiencies of 9.4%, 5.0% and 7.6%, respectively. Using broadband transient absorption spectroscopy from hundreds of femtoseconds to the microsecond timescales with pump wavelengths that selectively excite the donor and the acceptor materials, we investigate the impact of complementary absorption of donor and acceptor and using a simple kinetic model we retrieve quantitative information of the dissociation and recombination processes.

Our comparative results show that in the fullerene and NIDCS-HO -based devices hole transfer from acceptor to donor give rise to a delayed increase of charges in the donor phase. However, the advantage of this contribution to charges that could potentially be extracted in a functional device, is limited
by the morphology in the NIDCS-HO-based device. Our analysis on charge
dissociation and recombination shows that PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO benefits from
(i) the longest CT lifetime, which is consistent with the smaller energy driving
force of this blend, and (ii) the lowest bimolecular recombination rate, on the
order of magnitude that has been recommended for efficient NFA devices in
recent articles. For this blend, we obtain a recombination order higher than
two, which might suggest the contribution of trap assisted recombination in
addition to bimolecular recombination between free charges. By simulating
the kinetics in absence of disorder, i.e. when the recombination process is
strictly bimolecular, we show that charges would live longer before recombining,
increasing their chance of being extracted in an operating device. Thus, we
speculate that disorder, in addition to the morphology issue, is the main limiting
factor in this system. For the all-polymer device based on the N2200 acceptor,
we show that both geminate and nongeminate recombination are limiting the
photovoltaic performance. The key implication of our results resides in the
potential of small molecule NFA acceptors, since morphology and disorder,
the factors that we have found to be limiting the device performance, could
potentially be tuned for the development of more efficient materials.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 The donor material PPDT2FBT

PPDT2FBT is a semicrystalline low-bandgap photovoltaic copolymer which
was first studied in fullerene devices, demonstrating a well-distributed nano-
fibrillar networked morphology and balanced hole and electron mobilities
(molecular structure is shown in Figure 5.1). This was attributed to its molecular
structure where intramolecular and/or intermolecular noncovalent hydrogen
bonds and dipole–dipole interactions assure strong interchain interactions without losing solution processability [45]. PPDT2FBT:PCBM devices without any post-treatment (annealing, solvent additive, etc.) achieved power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of over 7%, and PCE of 9.4% was proved in a 290 nm thick conventional single-cell device structure using diphenyl ether (DPE) as an additive and optimal annealing conditions. Furthermore, a high long-term thermal stability of 200 h at 130°C was proved. Because of its high carrier mobility with thickness tolerance, PPDT2FBT has been used as a hole transporting material in methylammonium lead triiodide-based perovskite solar cells (PVSCs) [132].

Figure 5.1: Chemical structures of A) the fullerene acceptor PC$_{70}$BM, B) the nonfullerene small molecule acceptor NIDCS-HO, C) the polymeric acceptor N2200 and D) the semicrystalline low-bandgap copolymer PPDT2FBT. E) Energy level diagrams of the different materials. The HOMO levels were measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and the LUMO levels were estimated from the HOMO values and the optical band gaps of the films [45–48].
5.2.2 The small molecule electron acceptor NIDCS-HO

Molecular acceptors based on a dicyanodistyrylbenezene moiety were known to exhibit efficient electron transporting properties in optoelectronic devices, however their strong self-assembly was resulting in extended domains that would limit their use in bulk heterojunction OPVs. To overcome this deficiency, Kwon et al. incorporated a bulky naphthalimide moiety at the terminal position of the molecule giving rise to the so called DCS-NI acceptors (NIDCS, NIDCS-MO, and NIDCS-HO) which have shown efficient electron accepting and transporting properties, in principle using regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) as the donor material [47]. Chemical structure of NIDCS-HO is shown in Figure 5.1. The device performance was tuned by applying a thermal annealing treatment, resulting in an optimised PCE of 2.71%.

Subsequent to its use in combination with P3HT, NIDCS-HO was matched with the donor copolymer PPDT2FBT and optimised devices have shown a maximum PCE of 7.6% with $V_{OC} = 1.03\,\text{V}$ after optimal annealing treatment. The authors demonstrated that thermal annealing favored a well-organized crystalline structure of the NIDCS-HO acceptor without disrupting the face-on packing behavior of PPDT2FBT. However, the short-circuit current and the fill factor were lower than in PPDT2FBT:PCBM devices and the highest PCE achieved was of 7.6% [47].

5.2.3 The polymer electron acceptor N2200

The development of electron accepting polymers, i.e. polymers with electron withdrawing functional groups and high electron mobility, such as perylene diimide (PDI) and naphthalene diimide (NDI) -based copolymers, have permitted the enhancement of device performance in all-polymer OPVs. However,
their PCEs are still lower than in polymer:fullerene and polymer:small molecule devices, mainly due to their low $J_{sc}$ and FF.

The most widely used polymer acceptor today is a NDI-based polymer named P(NDI2OD-T2) and commercially known as N2200 (chemical structure in Figure 5.1). This very efficient polymer acceptor was first reported for use in organic thin film transistors [133], showing a high electron mobility of 0.45 – 0.85 cm$^2$/Vs under ambient conditions in combination with gold contacts and various polymeric dielectrics. Due to its high bulk electron mobility, good solubility in commonly used solvents, near-infrared absorption and well-aligned energy levels, N2200 was a promising candidate for all-polymer OPVs.

N2200 was first used in organic photovoltaic devices by Moore et al. in 2011 [134]. As mentioned above, due to the high mobility in field effect transistors (FETs), this material was a promising candidate for organic solar cells. However, PCEs below 0.2% were reported for a P3HT:P(ND12OD-T2) device in this early work. To understand this issue, the authors performed TAS measurements on the neat materials P3HT and P(ND12OD-T2) and on the P3HT:P(ND12OD-T2) blend using 495 nm pump pulses. Transient spectra of the neat materials and the blend are shown at a time delay of 3 ps in Figure 5.2. The TA spectrum of the blend (blue solid line) shows a weak positive signal around 700 nm, the same region where a positive SE is observed in P3HT and a positive GSB is observed in P(ND12OD-T2), and a broad PIA at 750–950 nm. Because of the higher absorption cross section of P3HT at 495 nm, P3HT is predominantly excited in the blend. The negative PIA at the spectral region 750–820 nm in the blend is not present in the neat films (in the neat films the TA signal is positive in such spectral region) and the authors attributed it to charges formed on sub-picosecond timescales, overlapping with the exciton signal. At longer time delays, a shoulder in the PIA
band is observed at 800–850 nm, which is consistent with the polaron band of P(NDI2OD-T2) previously measured by charge modulation spectroscopy on P(ND12OD-T2) transistors. Therefore, the authors explain, it is likely that the P3HT and P(ND12OD-T2) polaron bands overlap and charges on both polymers are measured. Despite fast charge formation in the first 20 ps, the overall charge signal decreases over the first 200 ps. At 1 ns after excitation the PIA intensity has been reduced to 15% of its initial value, whereas the remaining charges are long-lived and decay over time-scales of hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds. The authors claim that the blend suffers from fast geminate recombination and attribute this to the specific electronic and conformational properties of the P3HT and P(ND12OD-T2) molecular interface and the nanoscale morphology.

![Figure 5.2: TA spectra of neat P3HT and P(ND12OD-T2) (commercially known as N2200) films and of a P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend 3 ps after excitation. The Figure is reproduced with permission from Reference [134].](image)

In another study, a comparison of the device physics, dynamics and nanoscale film morphology of PTP8:PC71BM (with PCE = 6.0%) and PTP8:P(NDI2OD-T2) (with PCE = 4.1%) was performed by Yuan et al. [135]. The researchers show that photoluminescence (PL) signals in both systems are quenched efficiently
and therefore exciton diffusion to the donor:acceptor interface and subsequent charge transfer are efficient in both systems. They performed TAS measurements on neat and blend films using 400 nm pump pulses, showing that excitons originate from both PTP8 and P(NDI2OD-T2) and they recognised signal contributions from both components in the blend. In order to quantify geminate recombination in the nonfullerene blend, the authors used the GSB signal, but contributions to the GSB needed to be isolated. They estimated the P(NDI2OD-T2) contribution to the GSB from the signal at 750 nm where the transient signal arises only from P(NDI2OD-T2), because of negligible transient signal in the neat PTP8 film in such region. In this way, they estimated a 15% spectral weight from P(NDI2OD-T2). After deducting the contribution from P(NDI2OD-T2), the authors distinguished two regions in the dynamics of the transient GSB signal from PTP8: 1) a rapid decay of 57.2% within 50 ps which they attribute to geminate recombination of excitons and CT states, and 2) a slow decay after 50 ps due to nongeminate recombination. For the PTP8:PCBM blend, the authors consider the absorption of PCBM as negligible and that therefore the GSB consists of only the PTP8 contribution. The GSB decay suggest a fraction of geminate recombination of only 6.7%, in contrast with the 57.2% they found in the P(NDI2OD-T2) blend. The recombination of charges at longer time delays, of the order of hundreds of ps, is similar for the PTP8:P(NDI2OD-T2) and PTP8:PC71BM blends. Therefore, the better carrier generation in PTP8:PC71BM is considered by the authors the prominent factor for the higher EQE of the fullerene blend. Their morphology analysis shows that the low charge generation efficiency in PTP8:P(NDI2OD-T2) can be due to reduced crystallinity of P(NDI2OD-T2) in the blend film and unfavorable face-to-edge orientation at the donor acceptor interface.

A study for understanding the effect of annealing in a P(NDI2OD-T2) blend
was performed by Karuthedath et al. in 2018 [62]. With a combination of steady state and time resolved spectroscopic techniques in TQ1:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices, the researchers concluded that the increase of PCE from 2% to 3.15% after thermal annealing (100°C for 15 min) is due to the reduction of geminate recombination, but that nongeminate recombination is a significant efficiency loss process even in annealed TQ1:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices. The authors extracted spectra and kinetics of unbound charges from TAS measurements at sufficiently long time delays (nanosecond to microseconds) such that the contribution from excitons is no longer present and kinetics is shown at different excitation fluences for the system with and without annealing. In order to quantify geminate and nongeminate recombination, the authors used the ultrafast charge generation model described in Section 2.9 of this thesis [61], to global fit the data across all measured fluences with shared fitting parameters. The output parameters show that 93% of the photogenerated carriers in the annealed film are spatially separated and thus could potentially be extracted from the solar cell and an effective bimolecular recombination coefficient of $1.2 \times 10^{-12} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}$ was calculated from the fit parameters using a carrier concentration of $5 \times 10^{15} \text{cm}^{-3}$ (approximately equivalent to 1 sun illumination). Other output parameters for this film are shown in Table 2.2 of this thesis. In contrast, in the as spun blend 65% of the photogenerated carriers are spatially separated and the effective bimolecular recombination coefficient is $0.3 \times 10^{-12} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}$. The recombination order $\lambda + 1$ is also a free parameter in their model and it is higher than 2 for both blends (2.36 in the annealed blend and 2.53 in the as-spun blend).

A series of PPDT2FBT donor polymers with different molecular weight have been synthesized and investigated in OPV devices using P(NDI2OD-T2) as the acceptor material. With increasing polymer donor molecular weight, the domain size of the PPDT2FBT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend film was reduced from 225 nm to 115
nm and a superior degree of intermixing was observed by AFM. The optimized morphology led to a PCE of 5.10% for the high-molecular weight donor [46].

5.2.4 Fullerene vs. nonfullerene organic photovoltaics

The power conversion efficiency of organic solar cells continues to grow thanks to the development of high efficiency nonfullerene acceptors and further improvements in PCE are expected in this field. To produce best performing devices in a rational way, it is necessary to uncover relationships between material properties (e.g. carrier mobilities, recombination rates) and photovoltaic parameters and identify potential optimisations.

A recent study based on drift-diffusion simulations has revealed that NFA OPVs can potentially reach PCEs above 18% with mobility values readily achievable in existing material systems [136]. In their model, enhanced absorption due to the complementary absorption of the donor and acceptor materials leads to a gain in $J_{SC}$, while $V_{OC}$ decreases when using narrower bandgap materials. The authors advise that with the already reported hole and electron mobilities of $5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}$, single-junction NFA OPVs can potentially reach PCEs above 18% if the nongeminate recombination rate constant is reduced to $1 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}$ and IQE increased to 95%.

Free charge generation in a high performance blend of the donor polymer PM6 with the nonfullerene acceptor Y6 was studied recently with experimental and theoretical techniques combined, suggesting that in this system charge generation is assisted by the electrostatic interfacial field which for Y6 is large enough to compensate the Coulomb dissociation barrier [77]. The authors demonstrate that the efficiency of their devices is mainly limited by insufficient
photon absorption and free charge extraction. Via drift-diffusion simulations utilising their measurements of mobilities and bimolecular recombination rate, they are able to reproduce the JV curves and show that the efficiency could be further improved with a smaller recombination coefficient and carrier mobility one order of magnitude higher. Interestingly, a device based on the new copolymer donor D18 in a D18:Y6 device recently demonstrated reduced recombination and balanced charge carrier transport, resulting in a PCE above 18% [131].

In light of the aforementioned studies, we address the comparison between our fullerene and nonfullerene photovoltaic devices by directly monitoring the excited states using transient absorption spectroscopy with pump wavelengths to selectively excite donor and acceptor materials at various pump fluences. We aim to (i) explain the unexpected low value of $J_{sc}$ in the PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO device, despite of its broad absorption due to complementary absorption of donor and acceptor, and (ii) compare charge generation, dissociation and recombination in these systems to determine their performance limiting factors.

5.3 Results and discussions

5.3.1 Device characteristics

Table 6.1 summarizes the photovoltaic characteristics in the optimized devices under study, as reported in the literature [45] [46] [47]. We can observe that the fullerene device shows the highest $J_{sc}$ and $FF$, resulting in the highest PCE, whereas the nonfullerene devices exhibit higher $V_{oc}$ but fail in the other photovoltaic parameters. The external quantum efficiency (EQE), defined as the number of extracted electrons with respect to the number of incident photons at short-circuit condition, is higher in the fullerene devices.
Regarding the HOMO and LUMO energy levels (shown in Figure 5.1), the three donor:acceptor systems exhibit well-matched energy level alignments, with the smallest energy offsets of LUMO-LUMO and HOMO-HOMO in the case of PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO. A smaller energy driving force results in a higher CT energy and consequently a suppression of vibronic coupling to the ground state [137] [138], explaining the higher magnitude of $V_{OC}$ in the PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO system.

**Table 5.1:** Photovoltaic characteristics in the optimized devices under study [45] [47] [46].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{oc}$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{sc}$</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQE (532 nm)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3.2 UV-Vis steady state absorption

As explained in Section 3.2, it is a standard practice to measure the steady state UV-Vis absorption spectra of samples before and after carrying out a TAS experiment, to determine their ground state absorption and as a way to verify that no degradation has occurred during the experiment. UV-Vis absorption of the neat donor PPDT2FBT and its fullerene and nonfullerene OPV blend films in Figure 5.3 were obtained in a Cary 50 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. For every film
an intense peak is observed at $\lambda \approx 650\text{nm}$ and additional peaks are exhibited by the blends, the molecular acceptor blend in particular exhibiting high intensity peaks complementary to the donor material. TAS experiments were performed with excitation wavelengths indicated with vertical lines in the figure.

Figure 5.3: UV-Vis absorption spectra of the neat donor PPDT2FBT and the fullerene and nonfullerene OPV blend films.

### 5.3.3 Transient absorption spectroscopy

We measured transient absorption on the neat films and blends using two different excitation wavelengths (532 and 670 nm) and various excitation fluences. 532 nm pump pulses can be obtained by tuning a parametric amplifier (TOPAS) and using the retroreflector mounted in a mechanical delay stage to obtain pump-probe delays up to 6 ns. Additionally, 532 nm pulses can be obtained by using the second harmonic module of a picosecond laser with fundamental wavelength 1064 nm. This beam is electronically delayed with respect to the probe beam resulting in time delays up to 3 $\mu$s. 670 nm pulses, however, can only
be created using the TOPAS and time delays are limited to the nanosecond time scale. More details on the experimental setup are described in Section 3.3 of this thesis.

5.3.4 Excited states in the neat materials

Before performing TAS experiments on the donor:acceptor blend films, we performed TAS experiments on films of pristine donor and acceptor materials. This allows us to identify the absorption spectrum of excitons, which assists our interpretation of the spectral features on the blends.

Neat PPDT2FBT

TA spectral slices are shown in Figure 5.4 A for a pristine film of our donor material PPDT2FBT pumped by 532 nm pulses of 2.6 µJ/cm² fluence. As often encountered in neat materials, factorisation of the data matrix via singular value decomposition (SVD) suggests the presence of a singular excitonic component, created immediately after excitation. The spectral features observed consist of the ground state bleach (GSB) over the spectral region 1.8-2.4 eV, a photo-induced absorption (PIA) over the region 0.8-1.6 eV and weak electro-absorption (EA) around 1.7 eV (A detailed description about these TA features can be found in Chapter 3). The dynamics of the GSB and PIA features were obtained by direct integration over their respective spectral regions, exhibiting decays that follow the same dynamics, as expected for a single component matrix (Figure 5.4 B). However, a single exponential is an insufficient fit for the decay, whereas a fit function consisting of two exponentials with time constants of 12 ps and 126 ps can successfully explain the data. Such biphasic behaviour, with a fast component and a slower component in the TA dynamics of neat materials has been understood as inhomogeneity in the exciton population due to disorder,
breaking the conjugation of the chromophores into segments of different lengths [139]. The decay of these features is independent of pump fluence, and therefore nonlinear recombination effects such as bimolecular exciton annihilation can be ruled out.

**Figure 5.4:** A) Low fluence (2.6 µJ/cm²) TA spectral slices of a neat film of PPDT2FBT at indicated time delays. B) Integrated kinetics of the GSB and PIA features.

**Neat NIDCS-HO**

We measured transient absorption of pristine films of NIDCS-HO under the same conditions as the pristine PPDT2FBT film, which exhibited the spectral traces shown in Figure 5.5. In this case we observe spectral evolution of the PIA feature within the first picosecond. In effect, SVD of the data matrix returns
singular values that suggest the presence of two components. Pure spectra of these two transient components and its associated kinetics were obtained via MCR-ALS bilinear decomposition using the spectra of the second component at long time delays (where the first component is no longer present) as a spectral mask and are presented in figure 5.6. Component 1 decays within the picosecond timescale and component 2 peaks over tens of picoseconds and decays over hundreds of picoseconds. Additionally, component 2 contains an EA feature, suggesting the population of charge (polaron) pairs [140]. It is unlikely that triplet states are present, since triplets would need more time to form via intersystem crossing and also more time to decay [141]. A photophysical study on the related small molecule acceptor NIDCS-MO [142] shows similar features in the picosecond timescale, however the spectral region around 1.6 eV was not accessible with their TAS setup.

![TA spectral slices of a neat film of NIDCS-HO at indicated time delays.](image)

**Figure 5.5:** TA spectral slices of a neat film of NIDCS-HO at indicated time delays.
Regarding the fullerene acceptor, contributions from the transient PCBM anion are usually overwhelmed by the positive polaron in the donor phase.

Reference [143] shows that the PCBM anion has a peak molar absorption coefficient of \(6 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}\) which corresponds to an absorption cross-section of \(2.3 \times 10^{-17} \text{ cm}^2\). As will be seen below, such cross-section is an order of magnitude lower than our experimental value in the blend. Additionally, the PIA peak measured in our fullerene blend is nearly identical as the one found in the molecular acceptor blend, suggesting that such peak relates to hole polarons in the donor phase [144].

**Neat PC\textsubscript{70}BM**

Regarding the fullerene acceptor, contributions from the transient PCBM anion are usually overwhelmed by the positive polaron in the donor phase.

Reference [143] shows that the PCBM anion has a peak molar absorption coefficient of \(6 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}\) which corresponds to an absorption cross-section of \(2.3 \times 10^{-17} \text{ cm}^2\). As will be seen below, such cross-section is an order of magnitude lower than our experimental value in the blend. Additionally, the PIA peak measured in our fullerene blend is nearly identical as the one found in the molecular acceptor blend, suggesting that such peak relates to hole polarons in the donor phase [144].

**Neat N2200**

Regarding our polymeric acceptor, transient spectra of a N2200 film found in figure 5.2 shows a ground state bleach (GSB) in the region of 600–820 nm and excited state photo-induced absorption (PIA) bands below and above the GSB. This information will be used to distinguish the N2200 contribution to the...
overall PIA signal of this blend.

5.3.5 **Donor:acceptor blend films - Assignment of the transient spectral features**

Transient species that contribute to the TAS signal at short time delays were desentangled using the soft modelling technique MCR-ALS with known spectra from the neat materials used as constraints. As explained in Chapter 3, this bilinear decomposition of the multi-component data returns the time-independent pure spectra of each transient component and the concentration profiles or kinetics for each component. In this section we focus on the MCR spectra obtained for each blend, and its corresponding kinetics is explored in the following section to analyse the charge generation process.

**PPDT2FBT:PC\textsubscript{70}BM**

TA spectral slices of a PPDT2FBT:PCBM film are presented in Figure 5.7 A and B for short and long time delays respectively. For this blend, SVD suggests the presence of 2 transient components for time delays below 6 ns and only one component left at longer time delays. The spectra of neat donor PPDT2FBT is superimposed in Figure 5.7 A, showing a strong overlap between the exciton in the donor material and the early time signal in the blend. Therefore, component 1 at early time delays is associated with the population of singlet excitons in the donor phase. Spectra of the other component obtained via MCR-ALS is shown in Figure 5.8. As mentioned above, the long time data is composed by only one component which decays in the microsecond time scale, and its spectra has a strong overlap with the spectra of component 2 at early times. In principle, such long-lived species can be due to the formation of triplet states, CT states or polarons. Because of the high EQE of this system and also because the decay
of this feature depends upon the excitation density (as will be seen below), this component is interpreted as a charge feature due to the population of CT states and charged polarons in the blend.

It is worth noting here that the interpretation of the components obtained via MCR-ALS is known to be subjective and guided by additional knowledge on the particular systems [93]. Throughout this thesis, the determination of the number of components has been also assisted upon experimentation, analysing the results obtained assuming different number of components.

![Figure 5.7: TA spectral slices of a film of PPDT2FBT:PCBM at indicated time delays.](image)

We note in figure 5.8 that the MCR charge spectra at early times is nearly identical to the real spectra at long time delays, with small differences in the PIA
region due to the numerical steps involved in the bilinear decomposition. The charge spectra exhibits a strong negative peak to the red side of the GSB, which is known as electro-absorption (EA) and will be discussed in more detail at the end of this section.

**Figure 5.8:** MCR spectral components in a film of PPDT2FBT:PCBM, obtained by soft-modelling, including the TAS spectra at longer time delays.

**PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO**

In the case of TAS measurements in a PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO blend, 532 nm excitation pulses can be absorbed not only in the donor material PPDT2FBT, but also (and predominatly) in the molecular acceptor NIDCS-HO (Figure 5.3). Figure 5.9 shows TA spectral traces at short and long time delays and spectra of the exciton features measured in the pristine materials are also included, to show their overlap with the early time spectra of the blend.
Figure 5.9: TA spectral slices of a film of PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO at indicated time delays.

TAS data below 6 ns was deconvoluted via MCR-ALS using the spectra in neat PPDT2FBT and NIDCS-HO (shown in Figure 5.9 A) used as spectral masks, i.e. fixing three components to those spectral profiles. In this way, a fourth component is obtained without rotational ambiguity. Resulting MCR spectra are shown in Figure 5.10. At longer time scales, up to the microseconds, only one component is found via SVD, and Figure 5.10 shows that spectra of such component matches component 4 at early time delays. Under the same criteria as with the fullerene blend, such long lived component is attributed to a charge feature.
Figure 5.10: MCR spectral components in a film of PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO, obtained by soft-modelling, including the TAS spectra at longer time delays.

PPDT2FBT:N2200

TAS measurements in the all-polymer PPDT2FBT:N2200 blend were carried out under the same conditions as for the previous blends. TA spectral traces at different time delays are shown in Figure 5.11, for time delays up to 6 ns in (A) and up to 3 µs in (B). The spectra measured in a neat donor film is superimposed to show the overlap with the TA spectra of the blend at early times. Therefore, the first component is attributed to singlet excitons in PPDT2FBT. At 532 nm the absorption from ground state N2200 is negligible and therefore excitons are created in the donor PPDT2FBT exclusively.
SVD suggests the presence of a second component, and MCR-ALS was used to disentangle the two species. MCR spectra are shown in Figure 5.12 and spectra at the microsecond timescale is included to show that it matches the second component at early time delays. Therefore, such component was labelled as a charge signal.
Figure 5.12: MCR spectral components in a film of PPDT2FBT:N2200, obtained by soft-modelling, including the TAS spectra at longer time delays.

**Charge spectra comparison**

In Figure 5.13 we compare the charge spectra extracted via the MCR-ALS deconvolution in all three blends using (A) 532 nm and (B) 670 nm pump pulses, and we point out the best possible assignment of the PIA features. In Figure 5.13 A, the PIA peak at 1.2 eV has the same magnitude with respect to the GSB for all three samples and it is attributed to the hole polaron $D^+$. As discussed earlier, when using 532 nm pump pulses, spectral masks were used for excitons in PPDT2FBT and NIDCS-HO and also for a charge component in neat NIDCS-HO. Therefore, it is not surprising that the remaining charge component in the PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO blend corresponds to the donor hole polaron $D^+$ only. In PPDT2FBT:N2200, we did not use a spectral mask for charges in the acceptor, which explains the contribution of the N2200$^-$ anion to the MCR charge spectra around 1.5 eV, in accordance with the literature. In the fullerene blend the hole polaron is dominant, as previously discussed. When using 670 nm pump pulses (Figure 5.13 B) we additionally observe a peak around 1.5 eV from the
NIDCS-HO$^-$ polaron, because the NIDCS-HO charge spectra was not used as a spectral mask in this case. A sharp negative feature is observed to the red side of the GSB, which is stronger for the blends featuring the PC$_{70}$BM and NIDCS-HO acceptors. This signal is known as electro-absorption (EA) and it is caused by the electric fields of photo-generated electron-hole pairs at the donor:acceptor interface affecting the absorption of surrounding chromophores (Stark effect) [145]. The intensity of the EA signal is determined mainly by the electron-hole distance, the alignment of the chromophores with respect to the interfacial dipoles from charge pairs and the nature of the chromophores [139], which explains why the strength of the EA feature is different for each of our blends. In the PPDT2FBT:N2200 sample, we note that the GSB for N2200 is, according to the literature, within the range 1.51 – 2.06 eV, which explains the lower magnitude in the region of the EA signal.

In the following sections we focus on the dynamics. In Section 5.3.6 the MCR kinetics at short times is explored to investigate the charge generation process and in Section 5.3.7 the long time data collected using 532 nm pump pulses is analysed to investigate charge recombination.

**Figure 5.13:** Comparison of charge spectra in all three blend films extracted from TA experiments using A) 532 nm and B) 670 nm pump pulses.
5.3.6 Donor:acceptor blend films - Charge generation

The temporal resolution of our TA experiments is sufficient to probe the ultrafast process of charge generation. In the previous section we showed that the deconvolution of TA measurements via the MCR bilinear decomposition allows us to obtain the pure spectra of the transient components. In this section we show the MCR kinetics associated with those MCR spectra previously shown.

Figure 5.14 shows the MCR kinetics of the different transient components that emerge upon excitation with 532 and 670 nm pump pulses in PPDT2FBT:PC$_{70}$BM, PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO and PPDT2FBT:N2200 films at a low fluence of 2.6 µJ/cm$^2$. Additionally, insets show the integrated GSB kinetics for each blend. For PPDT2FBT:PC$_{70}$BM the decay of excitons, leads to the growth of a new component, assigned as charges in the donor (including both CT states and free separated charges). The inset in Figure 5.14 A shows a raise of the GSB signal between 10 ps and 1 ns, whereas in Figure 5.14 B the GSB continuously decays. Due to the significant absorption of PCBM at 532 nm we attribute the GSB raise to hole transfer from acceptor to donor, which is delayed by the diffusion of PCBM excitons to the donor:acceptor interface [148] [146] [147]. This also explains why the charge component in the donor appears to decay earlier when using 670 nm pulses. At such excitation wavelength, only the donor is excited. Excitons reach the interface and undergo electron transfer, creating CT states which subsequently either dissociate into free separated charges or recombine. The kinetics of charges in the donor shown in Figure 5.14 B indicates that recombination occurs at times above 100 ps. At 532 nm excitation wavelength, however, excitons are created in both donor and acceptor phases. With hole transfer being delayed due to the diffusion of excitons in the acceptor phase, as hypothesised earlier, charges in the donor phase are created upon hole transfer.
and therefore the overall charge kinetics in the donor continues to grow (up to 1 ns). In Figure 5.14 C for the PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO blend excited at 532 nm, the exciton components in donor and acceptor are quenched while other two components emerge. One component is the charge feature which was also measured in the acceptor blend, and the remainder component is assigned to charges in the donor material. An important question here is if charge species in the acceptor are contributing to the photocurrent, which will be discussed in the following paragraph by analysing how the peak value of the charge component in the donor varies with the number of absorbed photons. As in the fullerene blend, the GSB Figure 5.14 C grows due to delayed hole transfer. In the case of the all polymer PPDT2FBT:N2200 blend (Figures 5.14 E and F), we observe that the charge feature begins to decay at earlier times around 30 ps, suggesting stronger geminate recombination, and that both the charge feature and the GSB decay continuously regardless of the excitation wavelength.
Figure 5.14: MCR kinetics and insets showing the integrated GSB kinetics for A-B) PPDT2FBT:PC$_{70}$BM, C-D) PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO and E-F) PPDT2FBT:N2200 using 532 and 670 nm pump pulses.

Having isolated the contribution of hole polarons in the kinetics, the effi-
ciency for the conversion of excitons to charges can be estimated by plotting the peak value of the charge signal against the number of photons absorbed by the film [61]. Assuming that the exciton-to-charge efficiency is unitary in the case of the fullerene blend, the slope in the case of this film is an estimation for the polaron absorption cross-section. For the other two films, the slope will be an estimation of the absorption cross-section multiplied by the exciton-to-charge efficiency. Figure 5.15 shows that in the low intensity region, where the relation charge peak-absorbed photons is linear, the slope in the nonfullerene films does not differ much from the case of the fullerene blend film. However, the slope is slightly lower in the case of PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO, suggesting a lower exciton-to-charge yield. In this way, we propose that delayed hole transfer and the formation of charges in relatively large NIDCS-HO domains in the blend results in a slightly lower contribution to the photocurrent, reflected by a lower exciton-to-charge ratio. Cross-sections were obtained from linear regression, returning a value of $\sigma = 1.6 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ for the fullerene blend. In the case of the PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO blend, where more photons are absorbed, the relation charge peak-absorbed photons is no longer linear at the highest pump fluence used in our experiments, due to some degree of recombination in such conditions.
Figure 5.15: Peak value of the charge signal against the number of photons absorbed per cm$^2$ for each film.

5.3.7 Donor:acceptor blend films - Charge recombination

Our TAS experiments were measured on samples without any electrodes, therefore at $V_{oc}$ condition, where all charges eventually recombine.

Above the nanosecond timescale, charge dynamics can be obtained by simple direct integration over the PIA region of the $D^+$ feature, without the need of a bilinear decomposition. Considering that the absorption bands of transient CT states and hole polarons typically overlap, such species cannot be distinguished as unique TAS features [29]. However, because CT states recombine monomolecularly whereas separated charges follow recombination kinetical orders equal or higher than 2, they may be isolated via fluence-dependent measurements using an appropriate kinetic model. This approach will be explored in the following paragraphs.

The method implemented here to disentangle the temporal evolution of bound and separated polarons, named here as CT and SC, consists of using a
model to describe the rate of change of these species, and optimise their profiles \( CT(t) \) and \( SC(t) \) such that the square of the residuals are minimised across measurements at different pump densities. The model is composed of vibrationally cold CT states which dissociate into SCs and SCs recombining nongeminately to the CT state, with all recombination to the ground state occurring via cold CT states at the donor-acceptor interfaces. This model reminds the Onsager-Braun model and is described by the system of Equations 6.1 and a scheme is shown in Figure 5.16.

The Onsager-Braun model was developed by Braun to describe the charge generation process in donor:acceptor organic semiconductors, based on the Onsager theory for the dissociation and recombination of ions in solution [65]. In this scenario, illustrated in Figure 5.16, separated charges generated from the dissociation of CT states undergo transport (drift and diffusion) to either reach the collecting electrodes (desired process) or cancel out (recombine) when encountering an opposite charge (undesired process). The yield of free carriers was specified by Braun as the product of the dissociation rate \( k_d \) and the lifetime of the CT states, i.e. \( \frac{k_d}{k_d + k_r} \) [65]. The main limitation of this model to describe the dissociation and recombination processes occurring in bulk-heterojunction OPVs is that the model assumes that carriers exist in a single phase, whereas holes and electrons in a bulk-heterojunction OPV live in different phases (holes in the donor phase and electrons in the acceptor phase).

The nongeminate recombination term in Equations 6.1 is described with a recombination constant \( \gamma \) and recombination order \( \lambda + 1 \), which is equal to two when the recombination process is bimolecular. Such recombination process is also analog to the recombination of ions in solution, which can be described by the Langevin theory, where the recombination rate depends on the sum
of electron and hole mobilities and the recombination process is bimolecular. However, recombination orders in bulk-heterojunction OPV have been found to be higher than two. Different explanations for higher-order recombination include the trapping of charges in the tail states of the DOS and mobilities being charge carrier density dependent.

Since no analytical solution is found for \( CT(t) \) and \( SC(t) \) satisfying Equations 6.1 [61], kinetic profiles are solved numerically assuming that all kinetic parameters are time-independent. The best kinetic parameters are obtained by the simultaneous fit of the charge decay at different fluences. Prior to global fitting, TA charge signals were converted into charge densities using the cross-section value estimated for each blend in Section 5.3.6, through the following expression 5.2 for \( \Delta T/T \) deduced from the Lambert-Beer law within the small signal approximation [149].

\[
\Delta T/T = -\sigma N d \tag{5.2}
\]
Table 5.2: Space of possible values for each parameter in the model described by the system of Equations 6.1 and illustrated in Figure 5.16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_r , (s^{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_d , (s^{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\sigma$ is the cross-section of the electronic transition (in cm$^2$), $N$ is the charge density (in cm$^{-3}$) and $d$ is the film thickness (in cm).

The space of possible values for each parameter in the model, presented in Table 5.2, was specified taking into consideration kinetic parameters found in the literature, such as the values of $k_r$ and $\lambda + 1$ for RR-P3HT:PCBM, PCPDTBT:PCBM and TQ1:N2200 shown in Table 2.2 of this thesis.

In principle, the best kinetic parameters can be obtained by ordinary least-squares, minimising the sum of the squares of the residuals between the data and the model, with guess initial values and bounds on the variables. However, we found that the output parameters are sensitive to the choice of the initial values, indicating the presence of several local minima. To avoid this problem, global optimization was achieved by applying the differential evolution algorithm by Storn and Price [150] from the Python library *scipy.optimize*. Our code allows us to fix parameters in the model to static values, for example, we can set the recombination order to a value of two, to evaluate the fitting outputs considering nongeminate recombination as a bimolecular process.

Figure 5.17 shows the resulting fitting curves with solid lines and the corre-
sponding output parameters are given in Table 5.3. Dashed-line curves in Figure 5.17 correspond to the global fit where the recombination order is fixed to a value of two, i.e. assuming that recombination is bimolecular.
Figure 5.17: Charge decays at different fluences and global fitting curves for PPDT2FBT:PCBM (top panel), PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO (middle panel) and PPDT2FBT:N2200 (low panel).

In the fullerene blend (Figure 5.17 A), decay of the CT state to the ground...
Table 5.3: Output kinetic parameters from the global fit of the fluence dependent charge decays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PPDT2FBT : PCBM</th>
<th>PPDT2FBT : NIDCS-HO</th>
<th>PPDT2FBT : N2200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_r$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$5.8 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_d / (k_r + k_d)$</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$ (cm$^3$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>$5.2 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$8.2 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda + 1$</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

state exhibits a lifetime of $1/k_r = 1.7$ ns and the estimated CT dissociation yield is 0.83, which is above and in good agreement with the EQE = 0.8 of this blend at 532 nm (Table 6.1). The recombination order results to be larger than 2, i.e. non-geminate recombination is not bimolecular. This might suggest that due to disorder, carriers are trapped in the density of states and the recombination of free charges with trapped charges is an additional recombination pathway to bimolecular recombination between free charges. In order to compare our experimental non-geminate constant with the Langvin value, an effective constant $\beta$, equivalent to a recombination order of 2, is calculated as $\beta = \gamma \times N^{\lambda-1}$ with carrier density $N$ at solar illumination ($N = 5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$). $\beta = 1.0 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$ results to be lower than the calculated Langvin constant, which for this film is $2.7 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$ considering the sum of the hole and electron mobilities, and $9.0 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$ considering the slowest charge carrier only, i.e. using the expression in Equation 2.16 [151]. Overall, these results are in good agreement with published results in other fullerene systems [61].

The nonfullerene PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO blend shows a CT lifetime of $1/k_r =$
3 ns, which is longer than in the fullerene blend. We relate this to the energy levels of this acceptor, leading to a higher energy of the CT state. We have recently demonstrated, for low donor content blends, that a higher lying CT state results in a reduced nonradiative CT decay rate [63]. Thus, it is not surprising to measure a slower geminate recombination rate in PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO. The estimated dissociation yield of 0.78 is in good agreement with the EQE = 0.7 of this blend at 532 nm (Table 6.1). Regarding nongeminate recombination, the recombination order is also higher than 2, which might suggest the contribution of trapped assisted recombination due to disorder. The effective bimolecular constant \[ \beta = 5.2 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \] is lower than the calculated Langevin constant, which for this film is \[ 8.5 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \] considering the sum of the hole and electron mobilities, and \[ 3.8 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \] considering the slowest charge carrier only [151]. Interestingly, this value of the effective recombination constant is on the order of magnitude of the recommended value for achieving best performance NFA devices that has been recently published [136]. Due to the potential for tunability in NFA acceptors, we can use our kinetic model to vary some of the kinetic parameters in a reasonable way, and analyse the outputs to propose ways in which the performance could be improved. For example, we can run our numerical model fixing the effective bimolecular constant to the value we have obtained, modifying the recombination order to a bimolecular process. In this way, we keep the beneficial low value of \( \beta \) we have obtained for this system, and we verify how much the lifetime of charges is increased if there was no disorder. In Figure 5.18 we show that if recombination is only bimolecular and the parameters \( k_r, k_d \) and \( \beta \) are maintained, charges would live approximately an order of magnitude longer, increasing their chance of being extracted in an operating device.
The polymer:polymer blend PPDT2FBT:N200 Table 5.3 shows that the decay of the CT state to the ground state exhibits a lifetime of $1/k_r = 0.7$ ns, which is lower than the lifetime in the other blends, suggesting strong geminate recombination. The estimated dissociation yield of 0.67 is above the EQE = 0.4 of this blend at 532 nm (Table 6.1). The recombination order results to be close to 2 (the value for 3D Langevin recombination) and the effective bimolecular constant $\beta = 8.2 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$ has the same order of magnitude as the calculated Langevin constant, which for this film is $1.3 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$ considering the sum of the hole and electron mobilities, and higher than $9.0 \times 10^{-12}$ cm$^3$s$^{-1}$ which is the value considering the slowest charge carrier only [151]. The effective bimolecular recombination $\beta$ is on the order of magnitude of the one measured by TDCF in TQ1:N2200 systems, however it is one order of magnitude higher than the value of $\beta$ obtained by TAS in the same systems using a two pool kinetic.
model for the kinetic rate of CT and SCs [62].

5.4 Conclusions

In this work we compared charge generation and recombination between three systems featuring the same polymer donor PPDT2FBT matched with three different acceptors, namely the fullerene acceptor PC$_{70}$BM, the small molecule nonfullerene acceptor NIDCS-HO and the polymeric acceptor N2200. Our results provide insight on the processes that limit the performance of each device.

Our comparative TAS results show that in the fullerene and NIDCS-HO -based devices hole transfer from acceptor to donor give rise to a delayed increase of charges in the donor phase. However, the advantage of this contribution to charges that could potentially be extracted in a functional device, is limited by the morphology in the NIDCS-HO -based device, as evidenced by a lower exciton-to-charge yield. This is in agreement with a relative low value of $J_{sc}$ in this system, despite its complementary donor-acceptor steady state absorption.

Our analysis of the charge recombination process consisted on global fitting the charge decay at different pump fluences using a kinetic model that involves the recombination of separated charges via the CT state. Constraining our parameter space to values that are found in the literature, our model fits the data very well when the recombination order is a free parameter larger or equal than 2. The dissociation yields calculated as $\frac{k_d}{k_r+k_d}$ follow the same trend as the EQE for these systems at the energy of our pump pulses. Importantly, the lifetime of the CT state to the ground state transition, i.e. $\frac{1}{k_r}$, is considerably longer for the NIDCS-HO blend compared to the other blends, which is consistent with the
higher energy of the CT state due to the lower energy offset of this system. The lower value for $\frac{1}{k_r}$ is found in the PPDT2FBT:N2200 blend. We therefore identify that geminate recombination is a strong limiting factor in the all-polymer blend.

An effective bimolecular recombination constant $\beta$ was calculated for each blend and it is found to be lowest for the NIDCS-HO blend and highest for the N2200 all-polymer blend. Maintaining the effective bimolecular constant that we have obtained for PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO, we evaluated how the kinetics changes if there was no disorder and the recombination order was actually equal to two. Our result in Figure 5.18 shows that in absence of disorder, charges would live longer before recombining, increasing their chance of being extracted in an operating device. Thus, we speculate that disorder is the main limiting factor in this system.
Chapter 6

Charge Photogeneration in Low-Donor-Content Organic Photovoltaic Blends

6.1 Overview

Establishing a fundamental picture for the generation of free charges in organic solar cells require an understanding of the dynamical properties of tightly bound, interfacial charge-transfer (CT) states at the donor-acceptor heterojunction. In this work we study charge carrier dynamics in a series of four solar devices composed predominantly of C_{60} (94 mol%) and small amounts of organic small molecule donors (6 mol%) where their CT state energies are systematically varied. The well-defined microstructure of these systems, makes it easier to correlate macroscopic device properties to molecular parameters.

We use broadband transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to study charge recombination kinetics and we find that a kinetic model to describe the compe-
tition between CT dissociation and recombination, including CT reformation through the bimolecular recombination of free charge, is a well suited framework for these systems. The kinetic parameters we retrieve via a global fit show that the systems with low CT energy exhibit short-lived CT states, likely related to their high nonradiative losses. These results are consistent with a combination of time-delayed collection field (TDCF), and external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements at different bias performed by our collaborators, which show that the voltage dependence of the photocurrent is more pronounced for the systems with low CT energies and that this voltage dependence follows closely the bias dependence of charge generation, identifying geminate recombination as a major loss. Furthermore, we find that the dynamics of the CT decay are connected to the CT state energy via the energy-gap law. The main implication of our results is that the energy of the CT state is identified as the main parameter determining the efficiency of photocurrent generation in these morphologically well-defined donor-acceptor blends [63].

This work has been published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society (JACS) under the title Energy-Gap Law for Photocurrent Generation in Fullerene-Based Organic Solar Cells: The Case of Low-Donor-Content Blends [63].

6.2 Background

6.2.1 Low-donor-content organic photovoltaic blends

Conclusions regarding the role of a given parameter on the efficiency of photocurrent generation are often deduced from the study of donor-acceptor bulk heterojunction systems, where the energetics is varied systematically through chemical modifications. However, the morphology of such systems is generally
ill-defined and, more importantly, may undergo changes when modifying the chemical structure of the components forming the blend. This ambiguity of interpretation is avoided in solar cells comprising mainly the fullerene acceptor, with small molecule donors added at low concentration (< 10mol%). Surprisingly, their efficiencies can be relatively high, despite the limited absorption of the fullerene [152–155]. Such low-donor-content systems have a well-defined morphology, where the donor molecules are homogeneously dispersed in the fullerene matrix [156–158]. This presents a very clear advantage for fundamental studies, as the variation of the chemical structure of the small molecule donor does not result in relevant changes of the blend microstructures. Building upon this advantage, low-donor-content blends have been investigated to correlate macroscopic device properties to molecular parameters, and to understand such correlations on the basis of the underlying dynamic processes [68, 159–162].

### 6.2.2 Nonradiative voltage losses

Voltage losses are considered as the limiting factor in the performance of fullerene-based organic photovoltaic devices, including losses due to i) the energy offsets at the heterojunction, and ii) fast charge recombination [52]. Although certain systems have shown high performance with very small donor-acceptor energy offsets (driving force) [59], losses due to radiative and nonradiative recombination remain strong. Radiative voltage losses are inevitable given that such transitions are directly related to the inverse process of absorption, and indeed the Shockley-Queisser limit for the maximum efficiency assumes the contribution from radiative recombination exclusively. However, real devices additionally exhibit significant nonradiative voltage losses.

A recent relevant finding by Vandewal at al., based on 100 donor-fullerene
combinations comprising vacuum- and solution-processed devices in different architectures, was that nonradiative recombination increased with decreasing CT energy of the donor-fullerene blends, as shown in Figure 6.2 [68]. The authors argue that this correlation is associated with an increased wavefunction overlap between the relaxed CT state and higher order vibrational modes of the ground state, in analogy with the energy-gap law for nonradiative decay in large organic molecules and their complexes. They carried out replacement of carbon-hydrogen bonds by carbon-deuterium bonds, which led to excluding C-H vibrations as the dominant vibrational mode and they explain that analysis of the low-energy tail of CT emission spectra points to skeletal carbon-carbon bonds as the main mediator for the nonradiative decay of D-C$_{60}$ CT states. This type of nonradiative recombination would therefore be intrinsic to organic materials. The authors report that if nonradiative voltage losses are taken into account, the optimal optical gap is blueshifted by 0.2 – 0.3 eV and the theoretical maximum PCE is reduced to about 25% for single-junction OPVs, compared with the values calculated in Shockley-Queisser conditions.
Figure 6.1: a) $V_{OC}$ and b) nonradiative voltage losses as a function of $E_{CT}$ in a wide range of OPV devices. Figure reproduced with permission from Reference [68].

6.3 Results and discussion

In this work, we study charge carrier dynamics in selected devices composed predominantly of $C_{60}$ (94 mol%) and small amounts of organic small molecule donors (6 mol%), with their CT state energies systematically varied. Since our TAS measurements on these systems were performed within a collaborative work with the Neher group at Postdam University, this section begins with a summary of the photovoltaic characteristics of the devices and the results obtained by our collaborators.
6.3.1 Device performance versus open-circuit voltage

Our devices consist of a 50 nm of active layer, sandwiched between ITO/\textit{MoO}_3 and Bphen/Ag electrodes. Figure 6.2 shows the J-V curves of several devices and the chemical structures of four selected donors studied in greater detail here and Table 6.1 summarizes their photovoltaic parameters. Despite the devices absorbing the same number of photons, it is striking that all device parameters, i.e., \(J_{SC}\), \(V_{OC}\), and fill factor (FF), are very sensitive to the choice of donor utilized.

**Figure 6.2:** (a) J-V characteristics under simulated AM1.5G illumination (solid curves) and in the dark (dashed lines) for different low-donor content blends. (b) Chemical structure of some selected donor molecules. (c) Power conversion efficiency (PCE) as a function of the open-circuit voltage (\(V_{OC}\)) for a wide range of donor molecules. Highlighted in color is the performance of the blends with the donors shown in (b). (d) Effective fill factor (\(FF^*\)) plotted versus \(V_{OC}\). Figure from our collaborators, reprinted with permission from [63]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
Table 6.1: Photovoltaic parameters, CT state properties, and $\mu_h$ for selected Donor:C$_{60}$ systems [63].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TAPC</th>
<th>Rubrene</th>
<th>m-MTDATA</th>
<th>TPDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{oc}$ (V)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{sc}$ (mA cm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF (%)</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF* (%)</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE (%)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E$_{CT}$ (eV)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$ (eV)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_h$ (cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.57 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$6.61 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.08 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$2.42 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importantly, a decrease in $V_{oc}$ goes along with a drastic reduction in FF as can be deduced from the J-V curves in Figure 6.2. In general, the FF is determined by the voltage dependence of geminate and nongeminate recombination processes, but it also depends explicitly on the value of $V_{oc}$. Therefore, an effective fill factor, FF*, was calculated by shifting all J-V curves so that they all have a $V_{oc}$ of 1 V. The dependence of FF* on the original (real) $V_{oc}$ is shown in Figure 6.2 d, highlighting the continuous deterioration of the J-V characteristics with decreasing $V_{oc}$.

In light of this evidence, we carried out a detailed investigation of the photocurrent generation mechanisms for four selected blends, TAPC:C$_{60}$, rubrene:C$_{60}$, m-MTDATA:C$_{60}$ and TPDP:C$_{60}$, guided by their specific values of $V_{oc}$, FF*, and $\mu_h$. TAPC and rubrene both have high $E_{CT}$ (and $V_{oc}$) values,
while m-MTDATA and TPDP stand out because of their small $E_{CT}$ and their very different $\mu_h$.

Subsequently, the EQE spectra was measured at different bias in the four selected blends, finding that their bias dependence is different to that of a $C_{60}$ device and specific to each blend. The results show that irrespective of whether the initially photoexcited species is an intermolecular CT state in neat $C_{60}$, an intramolecular $C_{60}$ Frenkel exciton, or a low energy donor-acceptor CT state, the EQE displays the very same dependence on the internal electric field. A similar situation has been reported for various donor-acceptor blends in the past and assigned to charge generation via low-energy donor-acceptor CT states.

### 6.3.2 Bias and photon energy dependence of free charge generation

Bias dependence of charge generation and of the steady state photocurrent were compared by our collaborators, by overlaying the external generation efficiency (EGE) calculated from time-delayed collection field (TDCF) measurements onto the J-V curves at reverse bias, as shown in Figure 6.3 for each blend. For the TAPC and rubrene devices (high $V_{OC}$ systems), EGEs are nearly independent of bias except at around $V_{OC}$ where the internal electric field drops near to zero and nongeminate recombination becomes important. For TPDP, however, the shape of the J-V curve is fully governed by the bias-dependence of the EGE, implying that geminate recombination limits the photocurrent in this system. The situation for m-MTDATA appears to be an intermediate case, where bias-dependent charge generation is accompanied by nongeminate recombination losses resulting from the very low hole mobility of this particular blend.
Additionally, our collaborators carried out TDCF measurements using different excitation wavelengths, to test whether the nature of the primary excited species has an appreciable effect on the free charge generation efficiency. Results show that for all systems, there is no systematic effect of the excitation energy on the bias dependence of the generation efficiency, confirming the conclusion from the bias-dependent EQE experiments that photocurrent generation involves a low energy donor-acceptor CT state manifold.

From the experimental EGE data, our collaborators deduced the CT dissociation efficiency as a function of the internal field and Monte Carlo simulations were performed to fit the experimental dissociation probabilities, by varying only the CT decay rate $k_r$. Excellent fits were obtained despite the fact that all input parameters except $k_r$ were the same for all blends. This confirms our
hypothesis that the pathway of CT dissociation is largely independent of the choice of the donor.

6.3.3 Transient absorption spectroscopy

To directly measure the dynamics of photoexcited species, in particular the fate of CT states and free charges, we applied transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to the four selected low-donor-content blends: TAPC:C$_{60}$, rubrene:C$_{60}$, m-MTDATA:C$_{60}$ and TPDP:C$_{60}$. Experiments were performed with an excitation wavelength of 400 nm (3.1 eV), which excites mainly C$_{60}$. Such pump pulses were tuned using a parametric amplifier (TOPAS), and the broadband probe was generated by focusing one of the 800 nm arms of the setup onto a 3 mm YAG crystal. More details about our transient absorption spectrometer are described in chapter 3. As mentioned earlier, the samples consisted on encapsulated active layers of 50 nm thickness composed of vacuum-deposited C$_{60}$ and small amounts of the organic donor molecules.

6.3.4 Spectral assignments

We present in Figure 6.4 the TAS data obtained for pristine C$_{60}$ at different time delays with an excitation wavelength of 400 nm. When the data matrix is factorised via SVD, the magnitude of the singular values suggest that two components are needed to explain the data, which is in accordance with the literature. The first component is associated with intermolecular CT excitons formed in C$_{60}$, which explains the reasonable device performances obtained in the neat material, whereas the second component is caused by localised Frenkel excitons. In Reference [163] Banerji et al. measured the TAS dynamics of such species in thermally evaporated C$_{60}$ films using different excitation wavelengths.
to selectively excite the different species. When excited with 450 nm pump pulses, both Frenkel and intermolecular CT excitons are generated in C$_{60}$, in accordance with our measurements. At early time delays the TAS signal exhibits a broad photoinduced absorption (PIA) band together with a pronounced EA feature, caused by strong electric dipoles perturbing the CT transitions of the surrounding C$_{60}$ aggregates. Such spectrum is assigned to the direct population of intermolecular CT states. Subsequently, the TAS spectra shows a strong decay of the EA feature within the first picoseconds, after which mainly Frenkel excitons are left. Excitons are characterized by the weak C$_{60}$ GSB below 500 nm strongly masked by overlapping PIA bands, a broad PIA band from 500–1200 nm, an EA peak around 550 nm and a weak indent at 650–850 nm due to SE. In our study, we can disregard the first transient component, i.e. the intermolecular CT state, since we will focus on the data above the picosecond time scale, where recombination processes in the blends take place.

**Figure 6.4:** TA spectral slices of a neat C$_{60}$ film at indicated time delays.

Figure 6.5 shows spectral slices of the TAS data of pristine C$_{60}$ in the spectral region that is dominated by photoinduced absorption, and considering time
delays above the first picosecond, where only Frenkel excitons remain present. Since the EA feature depends strongly on the ordering of the molecules at the interface, it results appropriate to avoid this spectral region when comparing the spectra of neat C$_{60}$ spectra with the spectra in the blends. Singular value decomposition of the data shown in Figure 6.5 confirms that the data matrix can be fully explained by a single component.

Figure 6.5: TA spectral slices of the neat C$_{60}$ film at indicated time delays, in the spectral region that is dominated by photoinduced absorption, and considering time delays above the first picosecond, where only Frenkel excitons remain present.

Figure 6.6 shows spectral slices of the TAS data obtained for A) TAPC:C$_{60}$, B) rubrene:C$_{60}$, C) m-MTDATA:C$_{60}$, and D) TPDP:C$_{60}$ at indicated time delays, along with the exciton spectra measured in neat C$_{60}$. We observe a clear contribution from the C$_{60}$ exciton to the early time spectra in the TAPC:C$_{60}$ and rubrene:C$_{60}$ blends. In the case of m-MTDATA:C$_{60}$ and TPDP:C$_{60}$, the overlap with the C$_{60}$ spectrum is weaker, due to another component having spectral features in the same region as the C$_{60}$ exciton, as will be seen below. We considered the C$_{60}$ spectrum as a known spectrum in our analysis on the blends (i.e. as a spectral mask) and we confirmed that the remainder spectrum we retrieved
matched the nanosecond timescale spectrum, where excitons are no longer present.

**Figure 6.6:** TA spectral slices of the blends A) TAPC:C\(_{60}\), B) rubrene:C\(_{60}\), C) m-MTDATA:C\(_{60}\), and D) TPDP:C\(_{60}\) at indicated time delays.

In previous chapters we have shown that dynamics of the transient species composing a TA measurement can be retrieved via one of the following approaches i) finding a spectral region where only one component is present and simply integrate the signal over that region, or ii) deconvolute different overlapping signals via a bilinear decomposition. Due to the absence of clean regions with a single component contribution, we have followed the second approach by applying the soft modeling technique MCR-ALS (multivariate curve resolution by alternating least-squares) to decompose the data into a bilinear model, i.e., pairs of spectra and kinetics for each transient species. The TAS data for pristine C\(_{60}\) shown earlier was used as a spectral mask for the blends, allowing the
spectra and kinetics of charges (including both CT states and SCs) to be cleanly isolated without rotational ambiguity. Additionally we used constraints for non-negativity of the concentration profiles and non-positivity of PIA signals. This approach was implemented for all blends, except for m-MTDATA. The behavior of m-MTDATA is different, because the charge spectrum includes a feature in the same region as the exciton feature, which prevents the deconvolution of these two profiles to be viable through the MCR-ALS method. Thus, our approach for m-MTDATA consisted of obtaining the charge kinetics by direct integration of the decaying signal, bearing in mind that the spectrum of charges cannot be disentangled from the exciton spectrum. Interestingly, at very high fluences our measurements show intensity dependence on the exciton PIA spectra, and as a result we found that the exciton mask had to be used at a matching fluence. However, at the fluences presented here, the exciton spectra at the different fluences are not noticeably different.

The deconvolution of the transient components, and direct integration of the decaying signal in the case of m-MTDATA, returns the charge components in each blend. The spectral assignment of free charges was supported by confirming the C$_{60}$ anion feature at around 1.2 eV present in each case [164] and by comparing the spectra to the absorption spectra of FeCl$_3$-doped donor solutions [63]. The charge features that we identify are shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Spectra of the charge component in each blend, extracted via MCR-ALS, along with the positions of absorption peaks in FeCl3-doped donor solutions.

### 6.3.5 Charge carrier dynamics

Charge spectra shown for each blend in Figure 6.7 is accompanied by a corresponding kinetic profile. As noted earlier in this thesis, TA spectra of charges does not distinguish CT and SC species, however, the behavior of the CT states may be isolated via fluence-dependent measurements. The normalized charge kinetics shown in Figure 6.9 surprisingly reveal a minor fluence dependence on the nanosecond time scale, indicating that a first-order recombination process dominates the fate of the photogenerated carriers at this fluences. We argue below that this kinetic scenario stems from the rapid reformation of CT states from free charges through efficient bimolecular recombination, which enables the CT lifetime to be recovered from the observed recombination kinetics.

To model the dynamics of charge decay, we used the simple rate model in Equations 6.1 to describe the competition between CT dissociation and recombination, including CT reformation through the bimolecular recombination of free charge with the encounter coefficient $k_{enc}$. 
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\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d{CT}(t)}{dt} &= -k_d \, {CT}(t) - k_r \, {CT}(t) + \gamma \, {SC}(t)^2 \\
\frac{d{SC}(t)}{dt} &= k_d \, {CT}(t) - \gamma \, {SC}(t)^2
\end{align*}
\]

In this model, nongeminate recombination of SC is bimolecular, all recombination to the ground state is via the decay of CT states with the CT recombination rate \(k_r\), and \(k_d\) is the zero field CT dissociation rate. We are aware that this rate model oversimplifies the complex process of CT dissociation and reformation via multiple carrier hopping. Nevertheless, this model allows us to reliably assess trends in CT lifetimes without needing to develop a simulation tool capable of assessing the high carrier densities of our measurements or introducing new parameters that cannot be independently verified. A similar rate model (including also the formation and decay of triplet CT states) was successfully employed to model the TAS transients of different donor/fullerene blends over a wide range in fluence [7]. Since no analytical solution is found for these nonlinear differential equations [61], we performed a numerical global fit of our data in MATLAB using the MATLAB function LSQCURVEFIT which returns the coefficients that best fit the model to all data sets. The initial conditions for SC and CT were determined such that SC tends to zero at early times (1 ps). This was achieved with 81% of CT and 9% of SC at a 30 ps time delay.

Because of the nearly complete lack of a fluence dependence of the TAS traces in Figure 6.9, an independent determination of all kinetic parameters in Equation 6.1 is not possible to achieve. Unfortunately, our TAS experiments at lower fluences where BMR dominates the carrier dynamics were very noisy, mainly because of the small thickness of the blend and the low absorption cross section of the fullerene anion. Global fits were, therefore, performed with \(k_d\) and \(k_{enc}\) being fixed at selected different values. Figure 6.8 shows the results of such
a fitting where we assumed Langevin type encounter-limited recombination (Equation 2.14) with an electron mobility $\mu_e \gg \mu_h = 0.5 \text{cm}^2/(\text{Vs})$ and a dielectric constant of $\epsilon_r = 4.5$, which are typical values for C60 fullerene [165, 166], yielding $k_{\text{enc}} = 2 \times 10^{-7} \text{cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}$. The zero field dissociation rate was estimated through $k_d = k_{\text{enc}} \frac{3}{4\pi a^3} \exp(-E_{\text{bind}} / k_B T)$ where $E_{\text{bind}} = e^2 / 4\pi\epsilon_0\epsilon_r a$ is the CT Coulomb binding energy, and $a$ is the radius of the thermalised CT state, which was fixed to a value of $a = 1.5 \text{nm}$. The fit captures the early temporal decay of the TAS signal, though it deviates from the experimental data at longer delay times. We note that our analysis is rather simple as it does not take into account the molecular details of the blend, energetic disorder, and related dispersive effects. Due to these limitations, the parameters $k_{\text{enc}}$ and $k_d$ were modified to obtain a better fitting of the kinetics. For the relatively high value of $k_{\text{enc}}$ considered so far, we found that changing $k_d$ does not improve the quality of the fit, and we attribute this to the very rapid bimolecular recombination of SCs to the CT state.
Figure 6.8: Normalized TAS transients of A) TAPC:C₆₀, B) rubrene:C₆₀, C) m-MTDATA:C₆₀ and D) TPDP:C₆₀, together with the result of the numerical global fitting with Equation 6.1, assuming fast CT dissociation ($k_d = 2.5 \times 10^9$ s⁻¹) and rapid bimolecular recombination of free charges ($k_{enc} = 2 \times 10^{-7}$ cm³ s⁻¹).

Subsequently, we altered the value of $k_{enc}$, and Figure 6.9 displays fits where this parameter has been reduced to $k_{enc} = 2 \times 10^{-9}$ cm³ s⁻¹, now providing a better quality of the fit. Values for $k_r$ from these fits are assembled in Table 6.2. $k_r$ increases significantly when going from the rubrene blend to the low CT state energy (and low performance) systems, with the corresponding CT decay times decreasing from few nanoseconds to hundreds of picoseconds. At the same time, values for $k_r$ are smaller than the set value of $k_d = 2.5 \times 10^9$ s⁻¹ for the TAPC and rubrene blends, meaning that dissociation is faster than recombination.
for such blends, whereas the opposite occurs for the m-MTDATA and TPDP blends. This is fully compliant with the interpretation of the EQE and EGE experiments performed by our collaborators in Postdam. However, we note that such comparison should be considered with care, as $k_d$ simplifies the complex process of CT dissociation as pointed out above. Figure 6.10 shows how the CT decay times of the different blends vary with different assumptions made for $k_{enc}$ and that independently of the exact choice of the input parameters the resulting values of $k_r$ exhibit a similar 10-fold increase when going from rubrene to TPDP.

Figure 6.9: Fitting curves from the numerical global fit of Equation 6.1 (solid lines) for A) TAPC:C$_{60}$, B) rubrene:C$_{60}$, C) m-MTDATA:C$_{60}$, and D) TPDP:C$_{60}$, with all fitting parameters listed in Table 6.2
Table 6.2: CT Decay rates, $k_r$, as estimated from the fit of the fluence dependent TAS measurements in Figure 6.9, with given values for the bimolecular recombination coefficient, $k_{enc}$, and the zero-field dissociation rate, $k_d$ [63].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TAPC</th>
<th>Rubrene</th>
<th>m-MTDATA</th>
<th>TPDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_{enc}$ (cm$^{-3}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_d$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{9}$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{9}$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{9}$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_r$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$0.65 \times 10^{9}$</td>
<td>$0.44 \times 10^{9}$</td>
<td>$3.86 \times 10^{9}$</td>
<td>$2.97 \times 10^{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1/k_r$ (ns)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.10: CT decay times for the four systems under study and different assumptions made regarding the choice of $k_{enc}$. The reference line indicates the dissociation lifetime considered ($1/k_d = 0.4$ ns).

So far we have shown that our TAS measurements, in combination with bias dependent EQE and TDCF measurements applied to these samples, provide evidence that the rate of the CT decay depends on the CT energy, and that the poor performance of the devices with low $V_{OC}$ is due to the fast nonradiative CT recombination, competing with CT dissociation. It is a common view that the
decay of CT states to the ground state in organic donor-acceptor systems occurs primarily through nonradiative decay channels. Recent work proposed that such nonradiative decays are inherent to organic donor-acceptor heterojunctions and that they proceed primarily through internal conversion. In this limit, the CT decay rate is related to $E_{CT}$ and the vibrational energy of the dominant/mean high-frequency mode via the well-known energy-gap law described in Equation 6.2:

$$k_r = k_{rad} + k_{nonrad} \equiv k_{nonrad} \propto \exp \left[ -B \frac{E_{CT} - \lambda}{h \nu} \right]$$

(6.2)

where $\lambda$ is the CT reorganization energy due to soft (low frequency) modes. The prefactor $B$ in the exponent depends on details of the exact modes involved. Figure 6.11 plots our values for $k_r$ (Table 6.2) as a function of $E_{CT} - \lambda$, together with the values of $k_r$ from the simulation of the TDCF data. Both data sets align with the prediction of the energy gap law according to Equation 6.2, with $h \nu / B \approx 200 \pm 20$ meV.

We conclude that blends with low-lying CT states (low $V_{OC}$) indeed suffer from high CT state decay rates, that the rate of this process is determined by nonradiative internal conversion, and that the CT decay kinetics are connected to the CT state energy via the energy-gap law. Notably, the slope of the exponential factor in Equation 6.2 agrees fairly well with the result from a recent charge recombination study on nonfullerene blends comprising the polymer MEH-PPV and different fluorene-based acceptors. This implies a common mechanism determining the CT decay in organic donor-acceptor blends. Recent theoretical and experimental work suggested that the nonradiative decay of CT states involves high-frequency carbon-carbon stretching modes of the $\pi$–conjugated carbon framework, which are intrinsic to organic semiconducting materials.
Figure 6.11: $k_f$ from the analysis of the TDCF data (open squares) performed by our collaborators and from our fluence dependent TAS data (stars), plotted as function $E_{CT} - \lambda$. The dashed line is calculated from Equation 6.2 with $h\nu / B = 200$ meV. Reprinted with permission from [63]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

6.4 Conclusions

In this work we performed TAS measurements, in combination with steady-state and transient techniques from our collaborators, to a subset of four selected low-donor-content blends, TAPC:C$_{60}$, rubrene:C$_{60}$, m-MTDATA:C$_{60}$, and TPDP:C$_{60}$, from a larger set of samples which revealed a correlation between the $V_{OC}$ and the quality of the J-V characteristics as expressed by the parameter FF*, with photocurrent generation becoming less efficient and more field-dependent when decreasing the CT state energy.

Despite all studied blends having a small concentration of molecular donors dispersed into a C$_{60}$-rich matrix, some systems display a strong effect of the electric field on photocurrent generation, while others do not. This suggests that
the aggregation of only one component is not sufficient to guarantee efficient charge collection, and that extensive hole delocalization, e.g., along a conjugated polymer backbone or within molecular aggregate, is not a necessary prerequisite for field-independent photocurrent generation.

Bias-dependent EQE measurements and TDCF measurements from our collaborators using different excitation wavelengths suggest that photocurrent generation involves a low energy donor-acceptor CT state manifold. This is consistent with the minor fluence dependence we measured by TAS on the nanosecond time scale, indicating that a first-order recombination process dominates the fate of the photogenerated carriers at this fluences. We argue that this kinetic scenario stems from the rapid reformation of CT states from free charges through efficient bimolecular recombination, which enables the CT lifetime to be recovered from the observed recombination kinetics.

Our charge carrier dynamics measured by TAS in each blend, was global fit across different pump fluences using a simple kinetic model to describe the competition between CT dissociation and recombination, including CT reformation through the bimolecular recombination of free charge. CT Decay rates estimated from the global fit exhibit a 10-fold increase when going from rubrene to TPDP. And when these values of $k_r$ as well as the values estimated from TDCF via Monte Carlo simulations by our collaborator are plotted as a function of $E_{CT} - \lambda$, both data sets align with the prediction of the energy gap law.

Particularly useful conclusions that we extract from this extensive study, are the following:

- that blends with low-lying CT states (and low $V_{OC}$) suffer from high CT
state decay rates which are determined by nonradiative internal conversion, and,

- that the dynamics of the CT decay are connected to the CT state energy via the energy-gap law.

The main implication of this, is the importance of reducing the rate of CT state decay in future OPV devices. We note that despite the CT states being key for the understanding of charge photo-generation, there is a lack of information on its intrinsic decay, which should not be confused with the CT state lifetime, as is typically deduced from TA or transient photoluminescence, which comprise contributions from all processes depopulating the CT state, including CT state dissociation. Our work on morphologically well-defined low-donor-content blends proposes a direct energy gap-type link between the efficiency of photocurrent generation and the energy of the relevant CT state.

It is worth noting that in state-of-the-art bulk heterojunction OPVs it has been shown that the microscopic details of the heterojunction, in particular the molecular packing and orientation of the chromophores at the heterojunction and the intermolecular coupling and wave function delocalization affect the CT decay process, rendering the investigation and manipulation of the CT decay kinetics an exciting but also challenging topic of OPV research. Nevertheless, we argue that increasing the $V_{OC}$ by increasing the CT energy in bulk heterojunction blends is likely to equally improve all other photovoltaic parameters. In fact, some novel high $V_{OC}$ blends with nonfullerene acceptors yielded efficient charge generation despite a nearly zero energy offset at the heterojunction [59, 76, 167, 168].
Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis work we performed spectroscopic studies of organic photovoltaic (OPV) active layers (without contacts) using transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). This technique allows us to directly measure the photo-excited species created upon light absorption in order to investigate the mechanisms of charge photo-current generation. We disentangled the contributions from individual transient species to the overall TAS signal via the soft-modelling algorithm known as Multivariate Curve Resolution by Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS), and we used a simple kinetic model, which takes into account that CT states mediate charge generation and recombination, to isolate the dynamics of bound CT pair.

In Chapter 4 we investigated a family of related polymers based on PTBT, where the sulphur atom in the thiadiazole unit was substituted with oxygen or selenium in order to investigate how atom substitution affects the photophysics in this family of related low-bandgap copolymers for photovoltaic cells. Our results on the PTBO and PTBSe systems explain the superior photovoltaic performance of the original sulfur-containing variant PTBT, highlighting the low tolerance of these materials to backbone substitutions. In both PTBO and PTBSe
systems, we identify strong recombination of geminate CT pairs as the major limiting factor of the Jsc and FF photovoltaic parameters. This is attributed to unfavourable electronic and conformational properties at the donor:acceptor interface. In the particular case of PTBSe:PC61BM, the recombination pathway of CT states with triplet character into the triplet exciton manifold is facilitated by the heavy atom effect, in addition to a highly intermixed morphology.

Chapter 5 comprises the spectroscopic comparison between OPV layers featuring the same polymer donor PPDT2FBT matched with three different acceptors, namely the fullerene acceptor PC70BM, the small molecule non-fullerene acceptor NIDCS-HO and the polymeric acceptor N2200. Our results provide insight on the processes that limit the performance of each device, showing that small molecule NFA are promising acceptors, since morphology and disorder, the factors that we have found to be limiting the device performance, could potentially be tuned for the development of more efficient materials. In the fullerene and NIDCS-HO-based devices, we find that hole transfer from acceptor to donor gives rise to a delayed increase of charges in the donor phase. However, the advantage of this contribution to charges that could potentially be extracted in a functional device, is limited by the morphology in the NIDCS-HO-based device. For the all-polymer device based on the N2200 acceptor, we find that both geminate and nongeminate recombination are limiting the photovoltaic performance.

Lastly, in chapter 6 we investigated charge carrier dynamics in a series of solar devices composed predominantly of C60 and small amounts of organic small molecule donors, where their CT state energies are systematically varied. Our results, in combination with time-delayed collection field (TDCF), and external quantum efficiency measurements (EQE) measurements at different bias
performed by our collaborators, allow us to identify geminate recombination as the major loss channel and we find that the dynamics of the CT decay are connected to the CT state energy via the energy-gap law. In this way, the energy of the CT state is identified as the main parameter determining the efficiency of photocurrent generation in these morphologically well-defined donor:acceptor blends.

Overall, the contributions in this thesis work demonstrate how TAS measurements can provide valuable information to construct a comprehensive picture of the underpinning mechanisms of charge photo-current generation in OPV layers. In terms of modelling, we have shown that a kinetic model where CT states are explicitly mediating charge generation and recombination can successfully explain TAS fluence-dependent data in different systems, including fullerene and nonfullerene OPV blend films.
Appendix A

Sample Preparation

As mentioned in Section 3.1 of this thesis, the materials PTBO, PTBSe, PPDT2FBT and NIDCS-HO studied in Chapters 4 and 5 were provided by our collaborators from Korea University in the research group of Prof. H. Y. Woo. The samples studied in Chapter 6 were fabricated by our collaborators from University of Postdam in the research group of Prof. Dieter Neher.

A.1 Preparation of the PTBO and PTBSe solutions

Casting solutions of PTBO, PTBSe and their fullerene blends were prepared following the preparation conditions of the PTBT parent system [87]. Chlorobenzene (CB) was used as the solvent, and solutions were prepared with a concentration of 11.1 mg/ml in the case of neat polymer, and a total polymer+fullerene (donor+acceptor) concentration 22.2 mg/ml in the case of the blends. In the blend solutions the donor:acceptor ratio was 1 : 2 (w/w). Films were spin coated on quartz substrates at 1500 rpm for 60 s.
A.2 Preparation of the PPDT2FBT:PC$_{70}$BM solution

This solution was made such that the polymer:fullerene (donor:acceptor) ratio was 1 : 1.5 (w/w) and the total concentration of donor+acceptor in chlorobenzene (CB) solution was 15 mg/ml. A volume fraction of 2 vol% of additive diphenlyether (DPE) was used. The solution was stirred at 80°C overnight before being spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 40 s onto a quartz substrate. Post thermal annealing treatment was performed at 70°C during 20 min on a heating plate.

A.3 Preparation of the PPDT2FBT:NIDCS-HO solution

This solution consisted on a donor:acceptor ratio of 1 : 2.5 (w/w) and the total concentration of donor+acceptor in Chloroform (CF) solution was 10 mg/ml. The solution was stirred at 55°C overnight before being spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 60 s onto a quartz substrate. Post thermal annealing was performed at 90°C during 10 min on a heating plate.

A.4 Preparation of PPDT2FBT:N2200 solution

For this blend, the donor:acceptor ratio was 1 : 0.7 (w/w) and the total concentration of donor+acceptor in Chloroform (CF) solution 10 mg/ml. The volume fraction of diphenlyether (DPE) additive to donor+acceptor in the CF solution was 1 vol%. The solution was stirred at 45°C for one day before being spin-coated onto a quartz substrate.
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